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FOREWORD

On 17 November, the Chief of Staff formed an Organizational
Effectiveness Study Group (OESG). The mission of this study group was
to assess the current status of Army-wide Organizational Effectiveness
(OE) activities and training and to recommend an appropriate strategy
and courses of action for institutionalizing the application of this
technology.

Since the 1950's advancements in the fields of management and Rpplied
behavioral science in conjunction with successful command and leadership
practices have provided the foundation of OE concepts, methods, and skills.
In the broadest sense the use of OE as a technology in the Army represents
a desire to (1) more systematically understand the human forces which
shape the efforts of large military organizations and (2) decisively act
on this understanding in ways which simultaneously improve combat readiness
and the motivation, involvement, commitment, and development of people.
The introduction and eventual institutionalization of OE in the Army is
a unique and highly complex undertaking for which there are few guideposts.
This is a long-term developmental process requiring at least a decade
on the forefront of this technology.

Our efforts were, therefore, concerned with the long-term development
and sustainment of an Army-wide OE capability from the standpoint of
organization, staffing, resources, and management requirements. This
study is not a general inquiry into the state-of-the-art of OE as a
technology. Lessons learned from applying this technology in the military
are included in the study where they relate to structural and managerial
issues and formulating a strategy which cultivates a receptive environment
for OE. This orientation reflects a commitment to bring OE on line in
a substantive and deliberate manner and to fully integrate its use by
the chain of command across all levels and functional areas.

The OESC used an analytical framework, which consisted of the following
11 categories, to focus the scope of the study. This framework was heavily
oriented o;a the management and organizational requirements for
recommendations are presented.
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Study Categories

(1) Structure and Staffing (7, irofessibnal Training of OE
,rained Personnel

(2) Education and Training (8) External. Consulting

(3) Management
(9) OE Operations

(4) Policy and Doctrine
(10) Information

(5) Evaluation and Research
(11) Resources

(6) Assignment, Selection, and
Utilization

Date was obtained using semi-structured interviews with a wide range
of people who are responsible for policy, doctrine, training, personnel
selection and assignment, staff management, consulting, and research
activities. In particular, the OESG emphasized discussions with commands
ant staff officers who are using OE trained personnel.

Overall the OESG tapped the issues and experiences of 13 major commands
and 13 Army Staff and field operating agencies. About 30 general officers
were interviewed. A total of 17 CONUS installations and 11 service schools
were visited in addition to elements of US Army Europe, the Naval Post
Graduate School, and the US Navy Human Resources Management Training
Facility.

The US Army's formal involvement with OE began in the early 70's as
a combination of "grass roots" initiatives in the field and some formal
encouragement by Headquarters, Department of the Army in the form of a
3-year experimental program, which consisted of six pilot projects. One
of these projects at Fort Ord, California, provided the capability for
training in OE concepts, techniques, and consulting skills and becayq the
Organizational Effectiveness Training Center (OETC) on I July 1975 3.

It is incorrect, however, to assume that the introduution of OE into

the Army was the direct result of a tightly planned and coordinated effort.
OE simply emerged through the innovative efforts of a few highly motivated
people who were skilled in the application of this technology and
commanders who saw the potential of OE and were willing to take a risk.
As OE demonstrated its value in line and staff organizations, its
application began to spread in a highly decentralized and diversified
manner. The continued evolvement of OE along these lines is a primary

I/ A more detailed summary of the historical development of OE in the
Wrmy is presented in Annex E of this report.
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Rtrength of the effort. The use of OE methods and trained personnel is
vested in the chain of command in direct support of mission requirements
and must not be viewed as an "add-on program."

Perhaps the most crucial questions about OE are "What is the payoff
and is it worth the effort?" All of the accumulated experience and data
are hardly in op this account. It is evident, at least to OE knowledgeable
commanders, that the Army cannot make significant improvements in combat
readiness during austere times without giving systematic attention to
improving organizational processes, which affect the ability of a unit
to accomplish its mission and are governed by the actions of people.
OE represents a substantive and economical response to this challenge.

The diversified and dynamic nature of OE in the Army posed a special
challenge to the OESG. To the maximum extent possible we tried to, capture
findings that were reprisentative of the Army as a whole while attempting
"to preserve the unique differences and needs of each command and Staff
"agency. Phase I of the OE Evaluation program, which was completed in
March 1977 by the OE Training Center, provided a more systematic and data
based assessment of the current status of OE in the Army.-ý The findings
of this evaluation effort dovetailed with the OESG Study and confirmed
the majority of our observations.

In addition, we at,tempted to meaningfully involve representatives
from a variety of Staff agencies and commands in shaping and reviewing
the preliminary findings and recommendations and to provide selected
commanders and principal staff directors with continuous feedback as the

, • study progressed.

We are indeed grateful for the opportunity to contribute to the
advancement of OE in the Army at this critical juncture. We are especially
appreciative of those individuals who freely gave of their time and talent
to help shape the contents of this study and were open and candid in their
remarks. In particular we want to recognize the efforts of those
commanders who are actively using OE and the OE staff officers who are
the real pioneers in this endeavor.

ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
STUDY GROUP

WASHINGTON, DC

6 April 1977

I/The OE Evaluation Program is a 3 1/2 year, five phased effort to assess
the progress and impact of O0 in the Army. A summary description of this
program appears in Annex F uf this report.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Foreword and this section of the report provide an Executive
Summary of the study. The OESG assessment of the status of OE in the
Army, a recommended strategy for the institutionalization of OC, and the
principal findings and recommendations are presented in this section.

STATUS OF OE IN THE ARMY

The OESO found a growing interest in and appreciation of OE. People
who were interviewed spoke favorably of OE and of the Army's efforts to
institutionalize OE. This was particularly true of those commanders who
had personal experience using the OESOs. Although in some cases the stated
views may not have been based on full knowledge of OE, they did indicate
that CSA interest is getting through to commanders. Those commanders
who have given the OE process a chance to demonstrate its value have found
it useful for improving unit effectiveness and their efforts to maximize
the human potential in their organizationa. The OE process clearly works.

Considering the status of OE in the Army a year and a half ago, the
OESG acknowledges that considerable progress has been made. The subsequent
parts of this report focus on outlining the road ahead. The OESG purpose
was not to state where we've been, but where we are and where we need
to go.

Growins MACOM Interest with Mixed Progress.

The growing interest in OE is particularly evident in two major

commands - FORSCOM and TRADOC. FORSCOM's experience for the last year
and a half continues to expand. More and more battalion and brigade
commanders are using OESOs and a few general officers have becouie
personally involved in OE operations. In TRADOC the efforts of the CG
to explain OE and to have the concepts introduced into the service schools
are beginning to take hold. Although there is a long way to go before
adequate 0E and OE-related instruction is presented in the service schools,
there is momentum in TRADOC towards that end. It is clear that the first
priority of OE assets needs to go to TRADOC for the immediate future.
This is required to enable TRADOC to close the gap which presently exists
between OE activities in the field and the paucity of doctrinal, technical,
and instructional material. It is also required to enable TRADOC to
properly play its key role in educating the Army on OC.

Other MACOMs have not progressed as far as FORSCOM and TRADOC. This
is due primarily to the lack of sufficient numbers of OESO's in the system
at this time. Certain MACOMs, such as USAREUR, have a particularly
difficult time developing an OE structure and establishing 0e50 positions
due to the shortage of available personnel spaces. At Department of the
Army, the lack of an adequate capability to do OR staff work, as well
as consulting on the Army Staff has hindored the institutionalization
of 0E in 'a number of ways. It has precluded the development of necessary
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policies, guidance, and staffing models. OE information is sorely lacking
in the field and the DA Staff does not have a true in-house consulting
capability.

Institutionalizing OE Requires Informed and Involved Commanders and quality
OESOs.

Although this report consists of 36 specific findings and 119
recommendationa,'certain key findings merit special mention because of
their importance to institutionalizing OE. The first of these is that
OE will he institutionalized primarily by the OESO in the field through
their ability to assist commanders with whom they work. This is closely
allied to the attitudes of the senior officer at a particular installation.
Where commanders who are informed and knowledgeable about OE are paired
with capable OESOs, GE activities are booming.

Two corollaries follow from the above. First, it is essential to
retain high quality, well trained OESOs. Secondly, senior officers who
do not have any OE education or training need to be exposed to
appropriately taught OE education and activities. This will increase
the likelihood of the proper use of the OESO. Eventually the TRADOC school
system, in conjunction with the Army War College, will ensure that senior
officers are knowledgeable about OE. In the immediate future, however,
some exceptional measures are required.

CSA Involvement is Required.

The next key finding is that the personal interest and Involvement
of the CSA will be required for the foreseeable future. Everywhere the
OESO traveled senior officers warned that if OE was to be
institutionalized, the CSA would have to remain personally involved.
The introduction of OE into the Army is a complex, long-range effort.
It is, in many ways, an attempt to consLructively change and revitalize
part of the Army culture. Recognition of these facts means that the
institutionalization of OE will have to be managed by exception from the
highest levels of the Army until some time in the future when its
acceptance is more clearly assured.

No Common Frame of Reference for Senior Officers.

The necessity for high level management and CSA involvement is also
important because there is currently no common vision shared by the senior
officers in the Army as to what OE is or how the OESO should be used.
Some attempts are already being made to redefine OE to fit the particular
ideas of specific individuals who may or may not know much about Ot.
This lack of a shared frame of reference among senior officers is
particularly unfortunate because of its confusing impact at the action
officer and OESO level where there is consensus as to what OE Is and how
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to do it. Again, the requirement to educate senior officers is important
in order to prevent this. Additional monitorship of the OE Training Center
is required to ensure that its focus does not shift from the current
emphasis on organizational and interpersonal processes to a more
generalized and mechanical resource manager point of view.

Lack of Policy and Doctrine with Ad Hoc Management of OE.

In an earlier paragraph brief mention was made of the lack of adequate
policy and doctrine. This lack of policy and doctrine has hampered OE
institutionalization in a number of ways. First, many individuals
do not believe the Army is serious about CE since there is nothing in
writing except a DA Letter which provides interim guidance. Secondly,
the OESOs do not have any documentation to explain their duties, position,
utilization, nature of their relationships with their using commander,
etc. Third, the many interrelated actions which must go on to create
and manage such a complicated effort currently rely on the good efforts
of a few action officers in the system who make things happen.

Everything from OESO selection, education, assignment, and utilization,
to the expanded Army-wide implementation of OE, is currently ad hoc.
Institutionalization requires an Army Regulation as well as
incorporation of OE doctrine into Army doctrinal literature.

Lack of Staffing and Structure.

This lack of adequate policy leads to our last key finding. The
current attempts to develop a staffing model for OE have not worked very
well. Only one command--FORSCOM--has taken the required action to identify
and validate in TAADS all the required 0£SO spaces. The general DA
guidance to the MACOHs to identify requirements and convert spaces has
not worked for a number of reasons, In some cases the commands do not
have enough OE expertise to determine what functions an OESO performs
and, therefore, do not know how many they need. In other cases, the
manpower constraints inhibit making the required personnel conversions.
This issue needs to be solved as soon as possible since the staffing
requirements drive the selection and education of OESOs. The OESC has
developed a systematic approach, which is outlined in detail in Annex
B, to deal with this problem,

This general assessment provided only an overview of what the OESC
found throughout the Army and briefly outlined some of the key problem
areas. The OESG believes that the institutionalization of OE is ultimately
a function of the quality of the OES0a and the willingness of knowledgeable
Scommanders to use their efforts. The strategy and recommendations that
are outlined in subsequent paragraphs focus on creating the necessary
conditions for this to occur.

3
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STRATE(Y

The introduction and subsequent institutionalization of OE in the Army
is a highly complex and difficult endeavor for which there are few guideposts.
The Army is indeed working on the frontiers of this technology as it applies
to the military. The purpose of this section of the OESC report is to outline,
as simply as possible, a strategy for accomplishing this ambitious goal. The
intent is to provide useful advice for the Chief qf Staff while remaining
sensitive to the nusances of OE as a technology..?!

General Considerations.

Institutionalization of OE has two components. The first is the
establishment of appropriate organization structures and the staffing
of those structures with educated and trained pesonnel. The objective
is to define and create a well-managed system which provides an Army-wide
capability to apply and refine OE and has an opportunity to endure beyond
the immediate personal interests of a few senior officers. As the DCSPER
has said, "We must provide for the continuity of expectations now that
the Army is becoming committed to using OE." This objective can be
accomplished as a mandatory requirement and will take 2-3 years of
intensive effort.

The second aspect of institutionalization is the goal of integrating
OE into the bedrock of the Army so at some point in the future people
will may "Didn't we always do it this way?" Accomplishing this goal
involves constructive change in attitudes and behavior at all levels of
the Army. It requires perhaps 8-10 years of patient and diligent effort
by knowledgeable commanders who accept and use OE and OE trained personnel.
This level of change cannot and should not be mandated or over engineered.
It can only be continuously nutured so that OE has an opportunity to
demonstrate its full potential in a wide variety of mission essential
areas.

Both of these aspects of institutionalization should be carefully
articulated to avoid sending mixed messages to the field and creating
confusion. As long as commanders have discretionary authority for using
OE and OE trained personnel have a legitimate and well-supported
operational role in the structure, the creation of an OE capability will
not be an affront to the Army.

It is also important to recognize that OE has emerged as a unique
and essentially "grass roots" effort from within the Army. It is not
a top-down driven program. Its acceptance and continued application has
been and should continue to be predicated on its demonstrated value to
user units. Lack of demand for the expertise and consulting abilities
of OESOs is clearly not one of the constraints that is impeding the
institutionalization of OE.

3/Chief of Staff remarks on OE at the 1976 Army Commanders' Conference
are presented in Annex A.
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Ten guidelines are offered in the following paragraphs. Collectively
they romprise what is considered to be the most appropriate strategy for
ach .ng the goal of institutionalization.

Understand the Nature of CE and Trust the Process.

OE concepts, methods, and skills are derived from applied behavioral
science and management as well as successful command and leadership
practices. As a technology OE is designed to broadly and constructively
impact on organizntional processes, such as communications, problem
solving, coordination, decisionmaking, goal setting, and planning, which
are essential to mission accomplishment and combat readiness. Judgements
as to what OE methods are used and the interpretation of unit assessments
are left to the chain of command and not the OESO. OE by its very nature,
therefore, reinforces and supports the chain of command, proven leadership
and management principles, and the core values of the Army.

The organizational processes, which are the target of OE, are dynamic
in nature and are distinctly shaped by peoples' attitudes and behavior.
It is, therefore, quite understandable that people who are initially
exposed to the concept of OE say that it is nothing more than common sense
and good leadership. Since this technology is oriented on the total system
aspects of an organization or command, it is also a natural initial
reaction to fear OE as a possible encroachment on an individual's authority
and a threat t- one's self perception as a leader or commander. From
past experience we know that the only way people will overcome these
concerns and fears is for them to be involved in the application of OE
where it has relevance to them professionally and personally. Lengthy
intellectual arguments, directives, and grand p.onouncements simply do
not work.

OE is designed to challenge and stretch peoples ideas and assumptions
*1. about how organizations function and how they can better contribute both

individually and collectively, to improving the unit of which they are
a part. We also know from experience that the use of OE has at least
three predictable results (1) improved communications, (2) impruved
teamwork, and (3) increased involvement of people at all levels in
accomplishing the mission. Since these results are virtually guaranteed,
OE can be considered a "no-lose" proposition, which tends to sell itself
once it is put into use on a consistent basis. It is critical to realize
that these payoffs are present so that the Army avoids the temptation
to over engineer the acceptance of OE.

Create the Structure and Capability for OE Without Dramatic Pronouncements.

The vast majority of the work that needs to be done in Lhis area can
be accomplishe6 simply and decisively through normal staff channels with

' " Lop level interest. The time phased plan for institutionalizing OE, which
is contained in this report, pfovides the Army leadership with the key
actions, check points, and coordinating mechanisms for this to occur.
The only danger in this process is that OE is an internal Army initiative
and as such can become easily sidetracked unless it is given a high
priority and consistent top level attention.
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Pay Careful Attention to the Quality Control of OESO Selection, Training,
and Utilization.

The term "quality" is subject to a wide variety of interpretations
and the Army is limited in the extent to which some ultimate criteria
can be used to ensure quality is continuously emphasized in this area.
It is dangerous to assume that MILPERCEN can address all facets of the
quality issue and that most everyone selected to attend OETC is predisposed
and trainable as an OE consultant. In a desire to quickly expand the
number of OE trained personnel in the Army, we are beginning to increase
the risk of subtly and significantly dilluting the quality aspects of
OE. The subsequent utilization of OE trained personnel beyond the first
tour is also a matter of concern. If a selected number of well qualified
and experienced OESOs are not reutilized and do not receive additional
professional training, we run the risk of establishing a mediocre OE
capability.

Use OE in Direct Support of Mission Essential Requirements.

The introduction of OE into the Army as a new capability will be
perceived, at least initially, as an "add on program," which diverts a
unit from accomplishing its primary mission. Although this is a
predictable reaction, it is important to quickly focus OE methods and
trained personnel in direct support of mission essential requirements
such as training, maintenance, and administration, as a normal part of
day-to-day operations.

Ensure the Total Army Chain of Command is Responsible for Managing and
UV ing 0E.

We know from experience, within and outside the Army, that the only
way OE can be institutionalized is for the chain of command to be actively
involved, supportive, and responsible for its application. A staff
function and a group of specialists cannot assume this role. One of the
major findings of this report is the lack of a shared understanding on
the part of senior officers about what OE is and how it should be used.
If this is not addressed rather expeditiously in the next 1-2 years, OE
will be relegated to the status of another "gimmick" that had a shortexistence.

Another facet of this guideline is the orientation of OE trained
personnel. As people become trained and educated in a new technology,
there is a natural tendency for them to jealously guard this new knowledge
and skill as a way of establishing their legitimacy and identity.
Hopefully. OESOs are being trained as consultants who are interested in
translating and sharing their expertise and permitting commanders to take
responsibility for the implementation of OE. This is probably an
idealistic assumption and the Army needs to carerully guard against this
pitfall.

6



Maintain a Decentralized,_Diversified, and Tailored Approach to the Use
of OE.

It is perhaps obvious that OE cannot be institutionalized from
Headquarters Department of the Army and even a major command headquarters.
However, the pressures for uniformity, predictability, inspecting, and
reporting can lead to a situation where OE progressively becomes a
mechanical procedure, which is void of any relevance to unit needs. In
addition, OE methods that work in one situation for a commander might
be rushed into application again without benefit of a careful assessment.
This tendency to find short cuts tends to be extremely counterproductive
and leads to a "technique" oriented application of OE. The technique
is not what is important. It is its tailored application and
appropriateness to furthering the accomplishment of the mission.

The Army needs to pay special attention to this facet of
institutionalizing OE and be willing to tolerate and manage diversity.

Maintain a Balanced and Evolutionary Approach to the Establishment of
an OE Capability.

The lack of trained OE personnel in TRADOC and at HQDA to accomplish
doctrine, training, and policy functions is a serious shortfall at this
point in time. This situation should be rectified rather expeditiously.
However, other MACOMs are at different points on the spectrum with regard
to establishing an OE capability and their needs are different. The Army
should avoid at all costs a massive push to have all MACON. fully staffed
within a short period of time. Staffing the structure should proceed
with priorities that reflect the most essential needs of the Army and
the MACOMs understanding and experience with OE. This guideline should
also be followed by a MACON to avoid spreading OE assets a "mile wide
and an inch deep."

Tolerate a Healthy Skepticism Toward OE and Encourage a Willingness to
Try It.

Frontal assaults on people who are skeptical about OE usually fail
and tend to increase resistance. On the other hand, people who are quickly
sold on its value and become vocal zealots without any skepticism are
prone to misuse and abuse the technology. OE is not a panacea and is
best applied by people who understand its strengths and limitations.

Elevate OE Applications to Higher Levels in the Army Structure.

The majority of current applications of OE are occurring at battalion
level and as internal improvement activities in staff organizations.
Although OE clearly has a payoff at these levels, long-term sustainable
improvements will not result until these efforts are linked to higherorganization levels, e.g., division, corps, installation, MACOM, and HQDA.

7



Systematically Gather Evidence of the Widespread Applicability of OE
and Its Impact.

There are essentially three reasons for this guideline. First, the
Army cannot devote resources to OE without a comprehensive and well
documented understanding of its applicability and impact. Strategically
this information must be convincingly provided at the highest levels,
such as DOD and Congress, to assure the long-tern survivability of OE
as an institutionalized capability. Second, the widespread applicability
of OE has not been documented although the evidence exists. As a result,
there is a lack of a substantive appreciation of OE and lessons learned
on the part of senior officers. Third, the Army's capability to refine
and extend the application of OE as a technology and OE training is
dependent on an ability to consistently document and analyze accumulated
experience.

I;
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PRINCIPAL FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. STRUCTURE AND STAFFING

Findings.

A. The current OE structure and staffing is not adequate to support
the Army-wide institutionalization of OE.

B. There appears to be increasing requirements for OE trained
personnel above original HQDA estimates,

C. There is no commonly recognized list of OE functions to serve
as a guide in determining an adequate structure for the Army.

D. Absence of a stable structure, increasing student loads, and

turbulence at OETC has had a negative effect on mission accomplishment.

Recommendations.

1. Use the OESG concept paper, "Army-wide OE Capability" (Annex B),
as a basis for defining and establishing this capability and creating
a systematic review process for refining OE structure and staffing
requirements.

2. Establish guidance for minimum and maximum staffing required to

provide an OE capability and publish to MACOH.

3. Direct MACOH to convert all required OE spaces, formally
establishing necessary structure.

4. Identify, clarify, validate, and document OE functions at all
levels, to include those requiring AERB validated positions.

5. Determine the role of NCOs and DA civilian personnel in OE.

6. Establish (a) an OE Division in ODCSPER, DA and a (b) staff element
for OE consulting in MD(OCSA) consisting of five-seven OE trained personnel
headed by an 0-6.

7. Assign an OE qualified individual to OCSA to (a) provide direct

consulting advice to the CSA, (b) track and review progress in implementing
OESG recommendations, and (c) monitoring Army-wide OE activities and
initiatives.

8. Support TRADOC realignment of OETC directly under its headquarters
by providing training spaces and assigning qualified personnel sufficient
to meet expanding missions/tasks, especially in the functional areas of
combat development, training development, evaluation, and instruction.
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II. EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Findings.

A. Efforts to instituitionalize OE in the Army have promulgated ad
hocracy in training management.

B. While TRADOC schools have begun to integrate OE in NCO and officer
courses, there is confusion regarding what should be taught. The
introduction of OE into precommissioning courses has not been fully
addressed,

C. Training and education in OE generally requires a high degree
of experience and technical skill on the part of combat development,
training development, and subject matter experts involved in instruction.

D. Senior officers do not adequately understand the technology of
OE and how to fully employ OESOs as a command-wide capability.

E. Confusion exists throughout the Army concerning the relationship
between Resource Management, Personnel Management, Leadership, and the
Organizational Effectiveness Process.

F. A requirement exists for graduate education in OE,

C. The US Army War College is not teaching OE to its current class.
The Command and General Staff College, however, has made a commendable
effort to instruct its students on OE,

H. The OETC developed Leadership and Management Development Course
(L&MDC) is an effective, highly regarded course of instruction.

Recommendations.

1. Place OE training and education into the existing training
management structure and apply the ISD model.

2. Continue ad hoc initiatives to institutionalize OE on a limited
basis, but in coordination with the training management establishment.

3. Establish a clearing house for the production and distribution
of OE training aids and materials.

4. TRADOC continue present efforts to integrate OE in NCO and officer
courses, but expand to include precommissioning courses,

5. Non-TRADO'1 schools initiate efforts to integrate OE and coordinate
with TRADOC,
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6. Conduct seminars for CD/TD personnel and training managers to
create an understanding of OE and experiential learning methods.

7. Develop a continuing training program to train those inidividuals
who will be responsible for presenting OE instruction at the-service
schools.

8. Adopt a diversified strategy of informing senior officers about
OE which capitalizes on (a) existing educational forums (b) chain of
command involvement and (c) learning situations where individuals can
translate this knowledge into immediate application with the benefit of
OE trained personnel.

9. Ensure that commanders' courses currently under development include
appropriate OE instructions

10. Determine the most appropriate method and means for providing
CE instruction to (a) command designees (05-06), (b) OE line and staff
managers, (c) selected general officers, and (d) BC designees.

11, Continue the Army policy that supports the concept of OE as a

process which flows out of the behavioral sciences.

12. Determine appropriateness of including L&MDC in NCO and basic
officer education, If appropriate, recognize it as an offical Army course
of instruction.

III. MANAGEMENT

Findings.

A. The CSA needs to continuously emphasize his personal interest
in OE and to periodically evaluate the progress being made with its
institutionalization.

B. The growing number of OE activities through the Army needs to
be better coordinated.

C. There is a critical need for key OE staff personnel to stay abreast
of OE activities in other services.

D. Another independent assessment should be made with 2 years to
reevalute progress in institutionalizing OE.

go The US Army Administration Center OE Work/Study Program is a

comprehensive and general plan for institutionalizing OE in the Army.

Recommendations.

I. Implement the OESG report.
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2. CSA become involved in OE activities appropriate to his level
in (a) DA Staff, (b) major commands, and (c) Army Secretariat.

3. CSA continue to emphasize OE through forums such as-conferences,
meetings, weekly summary articles, and visits to the field.

4. Write a HQDA OE plan for FY 78 for the expanded implementation
and conduct of OE activities within the Army Staff.

5. Conduct in progress reviews (IPR) on specific OE actions to ensure
substantive and timely coordination.

6. DeveLop a revised and expanded agenda for the ODCSPER General
Officer OE Steering committee which allows for planning by action officers,
prior to the meeting, and more interaction by the general officers.

7. Use the ADMINCEN Work/Study Program as a planning and staff
coordination mechanism and refine consistent with the OESG findings and
recommendations.

IVs POLICY AND DOCTRINE

11 Findings.

A. Current Army policy and doctrine on OE are inadequate.

B. There is considerable confusion about the primary duties and role
of the OESO in relation to RR/EO, comptroller, and IC staff functions.

C. There is general concern about how the IG will examine OE staff
functions.

D. The technical system to support OESO. is not well defined and
its adequacy varies across major commands.

E. Limited implementation of OE has been initiated in the Reserve
Components and presents unique challenges.

Recommendations.

1. Publish an Army Regulation on OE.

2. Publish appropriate OE doctrinal literature and information, such
as a Commanders' Handbook on OE.

3. Revise current doctrinal literature, such as FM 22-100 and FM
101-5, to include O.

4. Develop and test the concept of the combat role of the OSO.
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5. Ptovide appropriate OE instruction and information to RR/EO,
comptroller, and IG personnel and likewise provide instruction on these
functions to OESOs.

6. Amend, where appropriate, Army regulations, circulars, pamphlets,
"policies, etc., pertaining to RR/EO, comptroller, and IG functions to
provide clarification and support for OE.

7. Describe and sanction an OE technical support system and provide
appropriate guidance for managing and sustaining this system.

8. Develop a pian for the introduction of OE into the Reserve
Components, to it,!',.de identification of required resources and expand
OE consulting assistance.

9. Augment OE staff elements in ODCSPER, DA, and MACOM headquarters
with MOBDES personnel to support OE planning and implementation activities
in the Reserve Components,

V, EVALUATION AND RESEARCH

• , Findings

A. There is a need for quantifiable research and evaluation programs
to support the refinement of OE technology as it pertains to the Army
as well as OE policy, doctrine, and training.

B. The link between ODCSPER and ODCSRDA on OE research needs

improvement.

C. The US Army Research Institute (ARI) Five Year OE Research PlanSis improving and must be implemented in FY 78.

Rec omme nda t ions.

I. Coordinate and incorporate appropriate OE research and study
requirements in the OETC Evaluation Plan, the ARI Research Plan, and the
ODCSPER Study Program.

2. Obtain sufficient numbers of well qualified OE research personnel
to support the ARI Five Year OE Research Plan.

3. Strongly support the ARI unfunded FY 79 6.3 OE advanced development
research request#

4. ARI complete detailing of the OE Research PlAn; incorporate all
relevant Army research needs; obtain final approval from ODCSPER, DA;
and initiate scheduled research efforts in FY 78,
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VI. ASSigNMENT, SELECTION, AND UTILIZATION

Findin.

The expansion of OE in the Army requires personnel management
procedures for the selection, assignment, utilization, and professional
development of OE personnel which are clearly enunciated and understood.

Recommendations.

1. Provide MILPERCEN policy and guidance reference the priority
relationship of OE to other priority assignment considerations.

2. Assign additional staff officers to the OE personnel management
functions in MILPERCEN.

3. Provide MACOHs with policy guidance on minimum utilization (in
terms of time) of 5Z personnel.

4. Publish policy and guidance on stabilization of OESOs for at least
18 months after graduation from OETC,

5. Monitor key OF management positions.

6. Develop more specific criteria, other than general disciplines,
for identifying individuals with appropriate educational backgroundo in
OE.

VII, PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF OE TRAINED PERSONNEL

Finding.

OE Staff officers need additional professional training.

Recommendations.

1. Conduct OE training courses and activities on a regional basis.

2. Designate a single proponent agency for OE technical information.

3,. Collect, disseminate, and publish OH technical information.

4. Legitimise professional OE training activities in policy and

guidance documents and support at MACOH level.

5. Develop nonresident instruction in OE-related skills.

4. Develop a series of short training courses in advanced OE skills.

7. Conduct refresher training for OETC graduates returning to OE

duties.
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VIII. EXTERNAL CONSULTING

Find i uit,

OESOs require outside support in the form of civilian and military
consultants to assist in initiating and reviewing activities.

Recommendations.

1. Maintain an Army policy of using civilian consultants on a
selective basis to support specific OE activities and training.

2. Issue definitive guidance on the selection and use of civilian
J consultants, associated budgetary matters, and reviewing OE contract

activities.

3. Devote a portion of the OETC curriculum to educating OEBSOs on
* contract processes and working relationships with external consultants.

* * 4. Establish an Army OE strategy advisory group comprised of prominent
•.vilian consultants for periodic assistance in reviewing Army-wide OE

'i i. implementation efforts.

A.Th useIX, OE OPERATIONS
Findings,•

A* The use of OE and OE trained personnel can lead to significant
improvements in unit performance provided this technology is focused on
mission easential requirements and is tailored to a unit.

B. OESOs are generally viewed as well trained and are best assigned
in teams.

Recommendations.

1. Widely publicize the results of OE applications, to include the
publication of articles and case studies.

2. Indicate in the Army Regulation on OE that the duties of OE trained
personnel are full time.

3. Establish a policy that "a minimum of two OEBOe will be assigned
to divisions, installations, and major command headquarters and will not
be assigned below these levels, unless authorized on an exception basis."

4. Encourage commands to support close professional relationships
and mutual assistance between OESO, on a geographical basis, regardless
of the command to which they are assigned.
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5. Include instruction in the OE Staff Officers Course on (a) OE
applications in the areas of installation and project management, community
development, hospital management, and others as appropriate; (b) design
skills involving transitioning units from the assessment to the
implementation phase of the OE process and (c) methods for evaluating
OE activities and documenting OE experiences and lessons learned.

X. INFORMATION

Finding.

There is a general information void on OE at all levels in the Army.

Recommendations.

1. Implement a HQDA OE Information Plan.

2. Publish OE information in the CSA Weekly Summary.

3. MACOHs establish their own OE Information Pl4n.

XI. RESOURCES

Findingo.

A. There is a lack of general guidance on budgeting for OE activities.

B. The lack of an Army-wide General Organization Questionnaire
(GOQ) Survey capability has hampered the conduct of OE activities.

C. Hore suitable facilities may be required for the OE Training

Center.

Recommendations.

1. Publish HQDA budget guidance for OE and MACOMs provide budget
planning guidance to subordinate commands.

2. Continue development of the OE data processing system.

3. Approve the GOQ Survey package as a standard Army system.

4. Determine and obtain the most appropriate facilities for OETC.
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II - MAIN BODY

A* BACKGROUND,

On 17 November 1976, the Chief of Staff formed an Organizational
Effectiveness Study Group (OESG). The mission of this study group was
to assess the current status of Army-wide Organizational Effectiveness
(OE) activities and training and to recommend an appropriate strategy
and courses of action for institutionalizing this technology,

The OESG was originally constituted with three individuals, who had
indepth experience with OE management and consulting activities at various
levels--from troop units to Headquarters, Department of the Army. A fourth
study group member was added on 1 January 1977 to provide TRADOC

representation in this effort.

Chief of Staff guidance emphasized that the study group would operate
in a consultative manner and would provide assistance for ensuring that
an Army-wide OE capability is institutionalized with an emphasis on
quality, This approach was taken to (1) permit a free and open exchange
of information and perceptions; (2) avoid slowing down or stopping command
initiatives that were already underway; (3) minimize the possibility of.t" causing overaction, and (4) respect the authority and responsibilities
of Staff agencies which are assigned proponency for various facets of

OE matters.

This study is concerned primarily with the long-term development and
sustainment of an Army-wide OE capability from the standpoint of
organization, staffing, resources, and mangement requirements. It is
not a general inquiry into the state-of-the-art of OE as a technology.
Lessons learned from applying this technology in the military are
incorporated in this report where they relate to structural and managerial
issues and to the strategy for cultivating an environment that is receptive
to this technology.

The orientation of the study reflects a commitment to bring OE on
line as a technology in a substantive and deliberate manner and to fully
integrate its use by the chain of command across all levels and functional
areas. The establishment of this capability is a top priority Army goal
and is mandatory in nature.

The process of using OE methods and expertise, which is distinct from
establishing an OE capability at multiple levels in the Army, is a
voluntary matter that is left to the discretion of commanders. This
crucial distinction between capability and process is based on the
following precepts which indicate that the OE process works best:

(1) With top-down chain of command involvement, support, and
oncouragement rather than by mandate.
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(2) When techniques are carefully adapted to fit local command needs
with the assistance of technically qualified personnel rather than broad
mechanical applications of a single technique.

(3) When focused in direct support of mission essential tasks and
decisionmaking process ratffer than as an add-on program.

(4) When used "to make good units better" rather than as a panacea
or quick fix for solving problems.

(5) When commanders, who directly use the services of OE trained
personnel, are provided unit assessments on a confidential basis which
preserve individual anonymity and focus on organizational processes rather
than evaluations of an individual's competence.

The Chief of Staff underscored this distinction between the mandatory
and voluntary aspects of OE at the 1976 Army Commanders' Conference.
He also added that "those commanders who do not choose to personally use
this technology should not preclude their subordinates from using it."
A complete text of his remarks appears at Annex A to this report.

In summary, the OESG was created to provide an impetus for establishinE

and sustaining an Army-wide capability for employing OE concepts, methods,
and trained personnel and to assist in the formulation of a strategy for
guiding and managing thit capability.

B. METHODOLOGY,

General.

Given the complex and dynamic nature of this mission, the OESG used
comparative analysis as the study methodology. The approach simply
consisted of a subjective comparison between the current and desired status
of OE in the Army. This was jointly accomplished in close coordination
with five major commands and eight Army Staff agencies and field operating
ageitcies. It included contact with the Chief of Staff, the Deputy Chi-f
of Staff for Personnel, and senior staff officers from Lhe Training and
Doctrine Command, all of whom received periodic update briefings as this
study progressed.

Schedule of Activities.

During the period 17 Nov - 21 Dec 76 the OESG conducted a preliminary
assessment of Army-wide OE efforts by focusing on activities within and
between Army Staff agencies and the Training and Doctrine Command, This
phase terminated on 22 December with an update briefing for the Chief
of Staff to ensure that the direction of the study was in consonance with
the OESG charter. The OESC was given approval to accomplish th3 following
tasks as a result of this briefing: (1) prepare a Chief of Staff
Memorandum (CSM), which tasked selective Army Staff agencies to initiate
certain time sensitive actions which were supportive of the study objective
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and could not await receipt of the final-'report (Annex C), (2) draft a
concept paper which describes the general parameters of an Army-wide OE
capability and suggested procedures for establishing this structure (Annex B);
(3) develop a time-phased plan for instituitonalizing OE,-which is
essentially reflected in Section III of this report.

This assessment was broadened during the period 22 December 1976 to
March 1977 and draft findings were prepared. The OESC planned and
conducted a 4-day conference on 22-25 March with 25 OE staff personnel,
who represented a number of major commands and Army Staff agencies. The
purpose of this conference was to review the draft findings and develop
appropriate recommendations which would be used as the basis for a time
phased plan. Attendees were asked to have these draft recommendations
informallly staffed upon return to their respective organizations. Follow-
on briefings and informal coordination were conducted from 25-30 March
and a draft final report was prepared.

On 7 April 1977, the Chief of Staff received the final briefing and
approved the report. A copy of the memorandum for record on this briefing
appears at Annex C. At the request of the Chief of Staff an abbreviated
briefing of the study was presented to the Army Staff Council on 20 April
and copies of the draft final report were provided to each attendee.

Due to the subjective nature of the study, this sequence of activities
provided greater assurance that the findings and recommendations were
comprehensive and valid. It also increased commitment to act on these
recommendations on the part of those commands and Stsff agencies which
have a primary role in the furtherance of OE in the Army.

Analytical Framework.

An analytical framework consisting of 11 categories was developed
by the OESG to focus the scope of the study. This framework was heavily
oriented on the management and organizational requirements for
institutionalizing OE rather than an examination of the state-of-the-art
of 0 as a technology. These categories, which are listed below in the
order in which they appear in this report, provided the basis for the
interviews and the topics around which findings and recommendations were
developed. In most cases, an audit trail approach was used to assess
the differential impact of policies and actions in each of these areas
at various levels in the Army.
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Study Categories

(1) Structure and Staffing (7) Professional Training of
OE Trained Personnel

(2) Education and Training
(8) External Consulting(3) Management
(9) OE Operations

(4) Policy and Doctrine (10) Information

(5) Evaluation and Research (11) Resources

(6) Assignment, Selection, &
Utilization

Data Collection.

Data was obtained using semi-structured interviews with a wide range
of people who are responsible for policy, doctrine, training, personnel
selection and assignment, staff management, consulting and research

Ijactivities. In particular, the OESG emphasized discussions with commanders
and staff officers who were using OE trained personnel.

About 30 general officers were interviewed. Overall the OESC tapped
the views and experiences of 13 major commands and 13 Army Staff and field
operating agencies. This was accomplished either directly with staff
visits or indirectly through discussions with points of contact. In some
instances where members of the OESC had recent prior knowledge about OE
activities in a particular organization, no formal contact was deemed
necessary. A total of 17 CONUS installations and 11 service schools
were visited in addition to elements of US Army Europe, the Naval Post
Craduate School, and the Navy Human Resources Management training
facility. A detailed list of these organizations appears at Annex E.

The data collection efforts were further complemented by the results
of the Phase I of the 3 1/2 year OETC Evaluation Program. This more
sophisticated dmta-based analysis, which initially focused on the extent
to which OE is being accepted in the Army, was accomplished independent
of the OESC activities. It included the views of 132 OESOs, command and
staff personnel, and units which have used OE consulting support.
Collectively, the Phaae I results reflect the status of OE at 58 Army
locations in the CONUS, Korea, Hawaii, Alaska, and Europe. Some of the
user units have been involved in OE applicatioLIs for more than 18 months.
The majority of the OESC observations were substantiated by this evaluation
effort.
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Other OESC Activities.

1. meetings and Briefings. The OESG attended a variety of meetings
and briefings which were conducted by agencies which have responsibilities
for various facets of OE. Three of the more crucial forums were as
follows:

(a) ODCSPER General Officer OE Steering Committee meetings on

15 December 1976 and 30 March 1977.

(b) TRADOC OE Instruction meeting in January 1977 at Ft Ord.

(W) ARI OE Working Conference on R&D plans, programs, and requirements
on 9-10 February 1977.

2. Review of Staff Actions. The close working relationships which
were established with ODCSPER, DA and the existence of OESG within the
Office of the Chief of Staff led to the OESG review of selected staff
actions on OE matters. This included items, such as the draft Army
Regulation on OE and various correspondence.

3. Participation in OE Activities. On occasion the OESO was asked
to directly participate in OE activities. This provided an opportunity

1 ito directly observe applications of OE and obtain a more indepth
perspective of their impact. This included activities, such as designing
and conducting a 2-hour OE orientation for the BG (Designee) Conference
on 3 March 1977; participating in the OE Workshop at C&GSC on 8-9 March
1977; and attending a commanders' conference on OE at Ft. Hood, TX, in
summer 1976.

Summr.

* The method of comparative analysis is highly dependent on obtaining
valid and useful subjective judgements from a variety of people. This
was a difficult and complex process considering the dynamic and fluid
status of OE in the Army.

The OESG role was, therefore, a mixture of study, consultation, and
on occasion direct staff action. The OESG members approached this task
with the full realization that recommended and approved actions would
be implemented by others. For this reason, the OESG attempted to fully
capitalize on ongoing OE initiatives and involve these commands and Staff
agencies which have major responsibilities for Army-wide OE activities

and training. To the maximum extent possible, this was accomFlishad given
the breadth of the study and time constraints.
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r C. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

This section presents in detail 36 findings and 119 recommendations
which are grouped under 11 major categories. An explanation -is provided
for each finding. Responsible agencies, completion dates, and control
measures are specified for each recommendation. Collectively these
recommendations are a time-phased plan for institutionalizing OE in the
Army, although they are not presented in chronological order.

For ease of reference the findings and categories are categorized
and tabbed as follows:

TAB CATEGORY

I STRUCTURE AND STAFFING

Ii EDUCATION AND TRAINING

III MANAGEMENT

IV POLICY AND DOCTRINE

V EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

VI PERSONNEL SELECTION, ASSIGNMENT, UTILIZATION

VII PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF OE TRAINED PERSONNEL

VIII EXTERNAL CONSULTING

IX CURRENT OE OPERATIONS

X INFORMATION

XI RESOURCES

The primary focus is on actions to develop an Army-wide OE capability
with a secondary emphasis on the use and/or institutionalization of the
OE process. Most recommendations specify actions for determining
definitive answers rather than providing those answers. The following
priorities are offered as a way to interpret the relative degree of
emphasis placed on the recommendations:
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PRIORITY #1. Proceed to establish and legitimate an Army-wide OE
capability and infuse additional OE expertise and resources into
TRADOC achools and HcDA| with particulur emphasis on the
following areas :

o OE Policy and Doctrine

o OE Education and Training

o Selection, Training, and Utilization of OESOs

PRIORITY #2. Expand OE implementation efforts in the following
commands and Staff agencies.

o HQDA o TRADOC Installations

o FORSCOM o DARCOM

o USAREUR

PRIORITY #3. Expand or atart initial OE implemontation efforts in
other major commands.

PRIORITY #4. Initiate planning and expand OE pilot projects in the
Reserve Components.

23I
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I. STRUCTUREJ AND STAFFING

FINDING

A. The current OE structure and staffing is not adequate to support the
Army-wida I nstitutl ionlization of OE.

EXPLANATION

Because of the effort to provide a maximum OE capability to the Army in
a minimum tima period, a thorough assessment of the requirements for struc-
ture and staffing was not completed. Optimal staffing requirements for all
types/luvels of organization were not determined, and of those positions that
were identified, not all were validated and documented in TAADS. OE functions
at various lev:l.s have also not been completely identified/defined/assigned.
Although commands and Staff agencies are desirous of using Or. trained NCOs
and DA civilians, the role of NCOs and DACs is undetermined. The assignment
of senior officers to key positions with responsibility for OE policy, doctrine,
traininn, and command-wide implementation has generally boon accomplished
without regard to their prior experience and qualifications in OE, This has
resulted in considerable confusion in IIRD staff elements on how to organize,
staff, and appropriately support OE,

Positioning of, 01s, ntaff elements requires considerations over ind above
the straightforward placement of OESOs within a DCSPER/GL/DPCA organization.
In general, OESOs who function as consultants should be located where they
can bust support the chain of command and be accessible to the units they
support. At higher headquarters (Corps, MACOM, IIQDA) there is a need for
OE consulting experience with some limited augmentation by.contracted
civilian professionals. Initial staffing has boon primarily ad hoc due to
the lack of structure and will continue to be ad hoc with shortfalls in
trained personnel until the structure is developed.

Commanders and heads of Staff agencies are reluctant to internally
reconfigure existing resources and spaces to support 0E functions without
straightforward guidance from higher headquarters and a clear opportunity
to obtain relief from other functions/activities. The situation with
regard to OE spaces and trained personnel varies among the major commands
and Staff agencies. This is a function of available resources, existing
priorities; command commitment, managerial understanding of OR, and the lack
of a well defined and coordinated staff system for supporting OE activities
,Lnd training. This is especially apparent. at liQDA andin some MACOM head-
quarters. For example, O)DCSPER does not yet have an adequate staff structure
with appropriately qualified personnel to accomplish Army-wide policy
requirements. An OF, consulting capability in OCSA to support HQDA Staff
agencies is not yet established. TRADOC has taken action in the combat
development, tralning development, and DCSPER areas.
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Inst i Lot utitalli zation of an Army-wide (0I" capability requires a concentrated
effort to identify, clarify, and validate all OE/OIESO functions and positions
currently in existence and to give clear-cut directions on how to proceed with
future structure and staffing refinements. After minimum requirements are
determined and promulgated by 1IQ)A, commands and Staff agencies are in the
beat posItt)n to determine the most appropriate way to configure, support, and

employ OE assutr after conducting Introductory OE activities for 6-12 months with
military OE consulting support.

'r'hurefore, current staffing levels are inadequate to meet: the demand for OE
survices, to Include the level of expertise required in service schools, 0E
management positions, and OESO positions. Commanders and staff managors at 11l
l.evels must uxercise croativity In identifying and resolving many key Issues
facing thu establishment and use of an OE capability command or Army-wide.

RE CO1MENDATI ONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGF"NCY DATE WEASURES

I. Use the OESG concept paper, ODCSPER Apr 77 CSA Briefing"Army-wido OE Capability, "as *GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
a basis for defining and

establishing this capability and
crusting a systematic review
process for refining 0E structure
and staffing requirements (See
tnnex B)

2. Establish guidance for minimum ODCSPER 1 May 77 ODCSPPER Action
staffing required to provide an
Army-wide OE capability and
publish to HACOM.

3. ueturmine role of NCO in OF. TRADOC I May 77 GOSC-KPR (Quarterly)
and OIbCSPER Action

4. Rufinu guidance for OF ODCSPER I Juni 77 ODCSPER Action
staffing based on MACOM (Publish OE Army
input. Regulation)

5. Direct MACOM to convert ODCSPER 1 Jul 77 GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
all required OE spaces, and ODCSPER Action
formally establishing necessary
structure.

*ODCSPlER General Officer Steering Committee - In Process Review.
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REISPONS [IBLE COMPLE'LON CONTROl.
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

6. Train required numbur of OESO TRADOC Continuing OSC-IPR (Quarterly)
with training land indicated by
revised structure.

7. Identify, clarify, validate, 'ODCSPER I Aug 77 GOSC-fPR (Quarterly)
atnd docnument OE functionn at w/MACOMa
all levels.

8. Determine what academic ODCSPER I Aug 77 GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
disciplines are OE-related & TRADOC w/ ODCSPER Action
spaces requiring AERB valida- MACOM CSA Briefing
tion, e.g., OH managers, Input
service school staff, key
OESO on MACON, and HQDA staffs.
9. Review existing structure ODCSPER 1 Sup 77 GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)

to determine if functions are and ODCSPER Action
uaduquately staffed.

10. Revise structure and ODCSPRR I Oct 77 GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
staffing requirements based and ODCSPR Action4 'iou determination of OE functions
and AERB requirements.

11. Determine role of DA TRADOC 1 May 77 ODCSPER Action and
civilian (DAC) personnel GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
in OE.

12. Determine requirements for ODCSPER 1 Nov 77 GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
NCO and/or civilian (DAC)
OH trained personnel.

13. Validate and convert spaces MACOM8 I Jan 78 GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
required for NCO and/or civilian and ODCSPER Action
(DAC) ME personiti.,

14. CM-abe training of NCO and TRADOC Immediately TRADOC Action
civilian (DAC) personnel at OETC
until actions recommended in
3, 11, 12, 13 above have been
completed.
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FINDING

B. There appoarn to be increasing requirements for OE trained personnel above
original estimates,

EXPLANATION

The optimal 0E staffing for major command headquarters, CONUSA headquarters,
divisions, installations, and some separate brl.gades or commands which are
geographically dispersed appears to include the followlng: Four-oix trained
personnel (a mix of officers, NCOs, and DA civilians); one survey officer; and
one clerk typist. Optimal staffing to support the Army-wide Or responsibilities
of ODCSPER, HQDA appears to necessitato a division organizational structure
headed by an 0-6. To provide an Oil consulting capability to the Army Staff, the
optimal staffing appears to ho five-seven OE trnined personnel (a mix of officers,
04-05, and DA civilians) headed by an 06.

RECOMENI)ATtONS

RESPONSIBLE COMI'LETION CONTROL
AGRNCY DATE MEASURES

1. Establish the following OuSA 30 Apr 77 CSA Decision Brief-
IIQDA O1,' staffing requirements: ing with DCSPER and
(W) OE division in ODCSPER DAS
(b) atsff ulement in MD(OCSA)
of fiva-soven OE trninod
personnel headed by an 0-6.

2. Assign an OX qualified OCSA 15 Apr 77 CSA Dociaion Brief-
individual to OC9A to Ing by the OESC
(n) provide direct conmulting
advic:e to the CSA (b) track
and review progreas in
implementing OESC recommenda-
tions, and (c) monitoring
Army-wide 0E, activities and
initiatives,

3. Establish the optimal 01, ODCSPER I May 77 ODCHPER Action
staffing as Army policy for (Publication of AR

MACOM 1U1Q, CONUSA 11QS, division oin OE)
InstnllaLions, and some
separate brigades or commands,
which 'are geographically
dispersed, at four-mix trained
personnel (a) mix of ufficers,
NCOs, and DA civilians); one
survey officer, and one clerk
typist. This action should be
taken as an interim means until
more refined staffing estimates
are obtained during FY 78 by HIODA.
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C. There is no commonly recognized list of Of- functions to serve as a guide
in determining an adequate OE atructure for the Army.

EXPLANATION

A wide range of OFr-rolatld functions aro being performed by various commands

and Stnff agencies, often without having been identified, defined, and included
in unit mission statements or organization and functions documents. These
function, exceed the workload capabilities of OESOa who are being assigned under
current IHQDA policy - two per installation/division and one per separate brigade.
This is also apparent at HQDA, MACOM headquarters and in combat development,
training development, and instructor positions within TRADOC.

The following functions which are included in the OESO concept paper, are:

Policy/Plans Consulting
Doctrine Selection/Assignment
Training Instruction
Research/Studies ,loint Coordination
Assessment Conforonces
Information Long Term Projects
Budget/Contracting Professional Training

RECOMMENDATION

RESPONSIIILE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE HFASURES

1. Use the 14 functions which OOCSPER I May 77 ODCSPER Action
are listed above and defined in
the OESG concept paper as the basis
for determining appropriate OE
structure (See Annex B).

FINDING

D. Absence of a stable structure, increasing student load, and turbulance at
OETC has had a negative effect on mission accomplishment.

EXPLANATION

Since July 1975, OETC has been subjected to multiple reorganizations;
stgnificant staff/faculty turnover; increases in student load; proposals for
relocating the center to another installation; and multiple requirements to
support combat and training development functions; OR implementation
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activities in the field; and evaluation functions. This has had a detrimental
effect on the morale and capabilities of the staff/faculty and has negatively
impacted on student perceptions of the center and the quality of instruction.
The commander of owrC has made progress to stabilize the situation. TRADOC has
recently located OETC directly under its headquarters.

Since the Army-wide requirements for OESO9 has not been determined, an
annual training requirement has not been established. An a result, OETC
staffing has been based on projected, estimated training requirements.
Although OETC is fully staffed based on current authorizations, the present
student load exceeds the basis for staffing. The training requirements for
NCO and civilians are still uncertain, as is the status of certain "short
courses," i.e., SOC and LMDTC.* The lead time for fill of faculty in 7-11
months. The OETC evaluation program requires an estimated 8 man-years to
complete (2 MY currently devoted).* Stability of the evaluation staff is
critical. A TDA of 77 spares has been submitted to support an anticipated
student toad of 210 (5 courses/year at 54 students/courses)'. This I." a
conservative figure derived from an original estimate of 94 spaces and covers
(ESOC training, limited short courses, limited TD/CD and evaluation functions.

* Survey Officer Course (SOC); Leadership and Management Development
"Training Course (LH)TC); Manyears (MY); Training Development (TD) |
Combat Development (CD); OE Staff Officers Course (OESOC).

RECOMMENDATIONS '

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MHFASIJRIVS

1. Support TRADOC realignment ODCSPER/ 1 Nay 77 GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
of OETC directly under its ODCSOPS CSA Briefing
headquarters by providing
training spaces, and assigning
qualified personnel sufficient
to meet the expanding mnission/
tasks, especially in the
functional areas of CD, TID,
evaluation, and instruction.

2, Approve the 77 space TDA as TRADOC/ Apr 77 ODCSPER Action
an interim measure. ODCSOPS

3. Establish requirements for TRADOC Jul 77 TRADOC Action
short courses. (For current

courses)
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RESPONSIBLE COMI'F.T t ON CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

4. Determine short-range annual TRADOC Jul 77 TRADOC Action
training requirements. (For minimum

OESO require-
mentis)

5. Revise the OETC TDA as part TRADOC On determina- TRADOC Action
of the training base review tion of firm
process, trnintng

requirements

6, Determine the training TRADOC Jan 78 TRADOC Action
programs for NCO and civilians.

7. Provide for stabilixation MILPERCIEN Continuing fDCSPIER Action
or adequate overlap of the
OETC evaluation staff.

8. Maintain proper staffing MILPERCEN Continuing ODCSPER Action
and personnel stability at
OETC.
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1I. EDUCATION AND TRAINING

FINDING

A. Efforts to Instiiutional12e OE in the Army have promulgated ad hocracy in
training manngnmmnt.

EXP •ANAT I ON
Thi efforts to get OE in the Army for the most part, have boon done outside

of the Army Instructional system design (ISD) model. There was no front end
analysis, no task list, and no conditions or standards were established. The
decision to train OESOs was made before a structure was identified, spaces
allocatud, and field noods; however, such was not the case in the OE effort.
To date the structure has not bean defined and a burden is placed on MILPERCEN
and the training establishment to determine training loads, class size, and
instructor reqMirements, This ad hocracy has further resulted in massive
'norgy to Integrate 01 in service schools with little guidance given as to
W, what the Instruction includes and should accomplish,

I'

The cnmpluxitles of institutionalizing and effectively utilizing an
O'. capability requires education of the total Army leadership. Courses to
accomplish this in the past have been "tquickfix" and produced limited success.
There is also a signifiennt shortage of OE training aids and materials. This
situation has hindered the efforts to create an awareness of the need for an
understanding of OE among the Army leadership.

The delivery uf appropriate OE and GE-relatad instruction to the service
schools is a complex and difficult mission. The recent emphasis by TRADOC
and the addition of a special OE Assistant to CDR, TRADOC will contribute
significantly to mteting educational and training needs and evolving from an
nd hocrncy to rouitine operational practices. Constant vigilance and a
c(arefully coordinated approach over the next 2-3 years is necessary to
achieve desired results.

RECOMMtENDATIONS

RISPONSIHLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGE NCY DATE M[EASqURES

I. Place of- training and TRADOC I May 77 TRADOC and

education into the existing ODCSPER Action
training management structure
and apply the ISD model.
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2. CottIrlue ad hoc Il1ttatLIvUs 'TIADOC Cont i nui jg 'rRADOC Acit ion
tO I ustitutL ional itze ()X' on a
limited basis, but In coordinatioln
wi th the t .ining management
establ11shme't..

3. Establish a clearing housu TRADOC I Aug 77 TRADOC Action
for thu production and distri-
bution of OE training aids and
materials.

FINDI)NG

B. While TRADOC schools have begun to Integrate OE in NCO and officer courses,
there is confusion regarding what should be taught. The introduction of OE
Into precommissionling courses has not been fully addressed.

EXP LANAT[ ON

Oil 23 September 1976, CDR TRADOC directed service school commanders to
Intugratu 01" in their courses. A videotapu was produced to clarify this
tasking. However, the tasking has resulted In confusion and a wide array
of efforts. Sevwral Initial efforts to get 0E into tile service schools are
ongoing at CGSC, and Forts Knox, Sill, and Bliss. The primary confusion 1',.
revolves around OE and Individual Interpersonal effectiveness skill training.
Service school faculties tend to believe that teaching OE-related subjects
such as communications, decisionmaking, countellng and other subjects, Is
prima facie uvidunce that OE is being taught.

TRADOC has taken tile initiative to develop modules for the schools which
should surve to clarify the requirement. Because of the real world problem
of scarce "platform time," it will probably be necessary to assert top level
influesnit to get the modules integrated into the service school POT. Addi-
tionally, these modules are only addressing the TRADOC institutional courses.
No efforts have yet been made to integrate 01? in precommissioned training.

Another source of confusion revolves around the 1,&lDC course. The OETC
and only OETC-certifiod lM'UC trainers are permitted to conduct this course.
Many people in the field see the association of L6MDC with the OEiTC and
assume from this association that the conduct of L&MDC instruction is an
alternative to and/or the same as 0E Instructlon. As a result, there has
not been any concerted effort to expose NCOe to OE edcuation and training.
Experience in FORSCOM shows that NCOs should receive both L&MDC or other
Interpersonal skill training. Trhey should also be provided a basic under-
standing of the need for and the concept of OE' as an organization or unit
improvement process.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

RESPONSIBLE CONWLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE ",ASURES

1. TRADOC continue with prcnent TRADOC i Sep 77 GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
efforts but expand to include
precommisuioning courses.

2. Non-TRADOC schools initiate ODCSPER 1 Sep 77 GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
efforts to integrate OE and
coordinate with TRADOC.

3. Include OE instruction TRADOC 1 Sep 77 TRADOC Action
in the POMe of the NCO VOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
Educational System. CSA Briefing

FINDING

C. Training and education in OE generally requires a high degree of experience
and technical skill on the part of combat development, training development,
and subject matter experts involved in instruction.

EXPLANATION

Experience inside and outside the Army on the process of educating leaders
on OE indicates that the training methodology is as important as the training
content. "Hands-on" training methods are as important in this "soft skill"
area as they are in teaching such "hard skills" am marksmanship and vehicle
maintenance. The functions of developing and delivering instruction in OE
can only be accomplished by persons who themselves have been trained in the
methodology as well as the content areas of leadership and OE.

Individuals with this requisite background are scarce in the Army and
,are generally not assigned to the training developments and instructional
staffs. The actual delivery of OE education and training, whether as part
of existing curricula in the service schools or in specifically developed
short courses to meet specified OE needs, cannot precede the technical
preparation of those who will develop and deliver this training and education.
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RhCOM-•4NDATI ONS

RESPONSIBLE COMILETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

1. Conduct a seminar for CD/TD TRADOC I Dec 77 TRADOC Action
personnel and training managers to
create an understanding of OE and
experiential learning methods.

2. Develop a continuing training TRADOC I May 77 TRADOC
program to train those individuals (initial
who will be responsible for instruction
presenting OE instruction at the group)
service schools.,

1 Sep 77
(all avc
school OE
instructors
and continuing
thereafter)

"FINDING

D. Senior officers do not adequately understand the technology of OE and
how to fully employ OESOs as a command-wide capability.

EXPLANATION

Since the introduction of OE into the Army has not been preceded by any
massive information and education effort, it is understandable that a
majority of senior officers do not possess an adequate understanding of OE

U and the capabilities of the OESO. Large scale educational efforts, such as
mandatory seminars or briefings, are usually counter productive and run the
risk of creating a faddish image of O. Education efforts are bust focused
in those areas where (1) people would normally expect them, such as the
service schools, BG (designee) Conference, and SCOC*; (2) where the learning
has an immediate application and is of personal relevance to the individual
e.g., on-the-job; and (3) where the commander is personally involved in the
education process. The location of OSOs in the field further supports this
more diversified approach to educating the Army about OE.

* Senior Officers Orientation Course (SCOC).
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This educational gnp at senior levels in the Army does present a few
obstacles to the appropriate application and institutionalization of OE.
First, senior officers who have been involved in OE activities tend to
develop their understanding of the total technology solely in the context
of their personal experience. As a result, there is a tendency to reflect
a general understanding of OE only in terms of a few techniques, such as
Survey Feedback, and in a specific area where the techniques where employed,
such as training. This situation cnn contribute to further confusion around
the question "What is OE?" and can lead to a narrow rather than broad
application of the technology. Second, senior officers who are familiar and
comfortable with a technique, which was applicable in one situation, tend to
want to over use this technique across the board without benefit of a
systematic assessment of each new situation and the assistance of an OESO.
This desire to find "short cuts" in the OE process is understandable but
"counter productive. Third, a few senior officers, who do not understand OR
but have experienced positive results from OE activities, have a tendency to
want to use OESOs as "problem fixers" or "investigators." Several incidents
have occurred where commanders have put pressure on OESOe to report subordinate
unitiOE assessments to higher headquarters rather than leave this decision
as a voluntary matter with the subordinate commander.

RECOMMENDATIONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

I. Adopt a diversified strategy ODCSPER/ I Jul 77 ODCSPFR & &RADOCof informing senior officers TRADOC

about OE which capibalizes on
(a) existing forums,
(b) chain of command involvement,
and (c) learning situations
where individuals can translate
this knowledge into immediate
application with the benefit of
OE trained personnel.

2. Essure that commanders' TRADOC Prior to TRADOC Action
courses currently under implement&- GOBC-IPR (Quarterly)
development include appropriate tion of the CSA Briefing
OE instruction, new CDRz

training
program.
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RESPONSIBL.E COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

3. Determine the most appropriate TRADOC 1 Jun 77 TRADOC Action
method and means for providing OE
instruction to (a) command
designees (05-06), and (b) OE line
and staff managers.

4. Determine and implement the OCSA 1 Aug 77 GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
most appropriate method and CSA Briefing
means for providing OE
instruction to (a) selected
general officers and (b) B1
designees.

5. Determine what OE ODCSPER I Aug 77 ODCSPER and
instructional capability TRAJOC Action
nxists in AMETA* and the
Federal Executive InstItute.

6. Provide adequate training TRADOC Continuing 'TRADOC Action
for OESOs in the ORSOC
curriculm concerning the
most appropriate means and
methods for informing and
educating senior officers
on OL.

7. Publish CSA Weekly OCSA 1 Jul 77 OCSA Action
Summary articles providing
appropriate guidance and
concerns to senior officers
on OE education and
applications.

8. Clearly delineate the ODCSPER 1 Jul 77 ODCSPER Action
principle of confidentiality
and individual anonymity in
the Army Regulation on OE so
that commanders can fully
understand its importance and
application.

*Army Management and Engineering Training Activity (ANETA).
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FINDING

E. Confusion exists throughout the Army concerning the relntionship between
Resource Management, Personnel Management, Leadership, and the Organizational
Effectivenems Process.

EXPLANATION

Past efforts to clearly define OR and to relate it to the broader areas
of leadership and management have been inadequate. Confukion exists as to
the natu~a of the OR process and how it differs from content expertise. OR
is a process that focuses on organizational and interpersonal processes and
realtionahips such as comnunications, cooperation, conflict resolution, etc.
Although the OESO looks at the total organizational system, he does so from
the perspective mentioned above, and is not to be confused with an efficiency
expert or resource manager. This distinction needs to be understood and
preserved.

RECOIMMENDATION

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

1. Continue the Army policy that ODCSPER & Continuing ODCSPER Action
supports the concept of OR as a TRADOC OOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
process which flows out of the
behavioral sciences; that the
0950 is an organizational process
consultant only.

FINDING

F. A requirement exists for graduate education in OE.

EXPLANATION

The OTC 16-week course trains an individual in basic OR skills. It is
evident that additional expertise is required throughout the Army in a number
of positions, such as combat development and training development positions,
school faculties, OSO at mJor headquarters, and others.
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RECOMMENDATION

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE M.ASURES

1. Identify appropriate AERB ODCSI'ER ASAP ODCSPER Action
positions for OE and validate GOSC-tPR (Quarterly)
theme positions. CSA Briefing

FINDING

G. The US Army War College is not teaching OE to its current class. The
Command and General Staff College, however, has made a commendable effort
to instruct its students on OE.

EXPLANATION

The krmy War College and the Command and General Staff College are two of
the most essential Army educational organisations inqtitution1lizing OE.
Although some electives are being taught, little is Weing done at the AWC
to instruct the entire student body on OE. Plans arVa underway, however, to
develop an expanded program of instruction on OE forlthe 1978 AWC class and
integrate this into the core curriculum.

The Command and General Staff College should be commended for the 2 day

OE seminar conducted in March 1977. As a first effort it was innt,vative,
useful, and represented a sincere desire to include OH in the curriculum,

RECOMMIENDATIONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

1. Ensure appropriate OE TRADOC Continuing TRADOC Action
instruction at C&GSC. GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)

2. Ensure appropriate OE ODCSOPS Continuing ODCSOPS Action
instruction at AWC. GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)

CSA Briefing
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FINDING

H. The OETC developed Leadership and Management Development Course (LUNDC)
is an effuctive, highly regarded course of instruction.

EXPLANATION

The L&MDC course has gained a high degree of acceptance at numerous FORSCOM
installations, and is viewed by commanders as beneficial for improving officer
and noncommissioned officer's interpersonal leadership skills. This course is
not, however, being pursued anywhere else in the Army nor is it recognized an an
official Army course of instruction. This situation creates problems for those
individuals who are being assigned as full-time L&MDC instructors and fails to
ensure that the Army can later identify personnel who have acquired these skills.
The L&MDC course represents one possible way of complying with the CSA instruc-
tions to TRADOC to Include interpersonal skill development instruction in NCO
education,

RECOM*MNDATION

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

1. Determine appropriateness of TRADOC October 1977 TRADOC Action
Including L&MDC in NCO and basic GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
officer education. If appropriate, CSA Briefing
recognize it as an official Army
course of instruction.
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1 !I M MANAGF2IENT

FIND1lW;

A. CSA needs to continuously emphasize him personal interest in Olt and
periodically evaluate the progress heing made in its Institutionalization.

M(PIANATION

While OE efforts at iIQDA, ?IILPERCEN, FORSCOM, USAR.UR, and TRADOC, are
making inroads towards the f.nstitutionalixation of OF, It is evident that
there is still significant resistance. This resistance is abetted by the
failure of DA to acknowledge the trade-ofis required to staff ,the OP.
structure, lock of Army policy on OE, and lack of education fbr senior
officers. Overcoming this resistance is not easy.

Throughout ihe 01S1 assessment, menior officers interviewed empthasixed
the need for constant CSA involvement and mentioned that many of their peers
were not supportive of the Or effort. In some instances the impact of the
OSA interest has been a mixture of unrealistic expectations and zealous
enthusiasm. In others it has been to "wait and see." Overcoming the
resistance at high levels requires CSA involvement and expanded ownership
by the senior Army commanders of the nR effort. Senior ofricers need to
follow the lead of CDR, TRADOC in supporting the MSA desires. Additionally,
am has been noted in this study, O is most successful ivhere commanders are
personally involved In an OR operation. OSA needs to develop and periodically
perticipaLe in Or operations on the Army Staff and with Army commands.

Lastly, it is essential that the CSA keep track of the progress of
institutionalizinA Or. An officer wth direct access to the CSA is requtreO
to serve as his consultant on Or matters and as a monitor of Ott activities
and the implementation of the OR Study Group report.

RCftIMIRNDATIONS

R.SPONS ILE COMPI,FTtON CONTROl,
AGP.NCY DATF HFAURES

1. Implement the O, SG report. ODCSPP.R ASAP OrSPF.R Action
GOSC-MPR (Quarterly)
CSA Rriefinn
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RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATU MEASURES

2. CSA continue to emphasixs CSA Continual None
OE through forums such as
conferences, meetings w/
commanders, weekly summary
articles, and visits to the
field.

3. CSA discuss Army 0E CSA I Jul 77 (1) OE formally
objectives and initiatives established as
with the Secretary of the Army priority Army goal
to (a) broaden legitimacy of by Sec Army.
the effort and (b) set stage for (2) Sac Army update
involving Sac Army in OE activities, briefings by DCSPER,

DA. (3) Sea Amy
field visits which
involve observation/
dincussion of O0
activities.

4. CSA set the example by be- CSA As desired None
coming involved in OE activities
appropriate to his level in the
(a) DA Staff, (b) major comands,
(c) Army Secretariat.

5. Establish a mechanism within CSA 15 Apr 77 None
OCSA to track and review execu-
tion of OESO recommendations.

6. Write a HQDA Plan for FY 78 OCSA 1 Jun 77 CSA Briefing
with CSA guidance for the
expanded implementation and
conduct of OE activities within
the Army Staff based on (a) the
capabilities established under
recomiendation IB(I), (b) current
OE activities in HQDA& and (c) the
System Development Corporation Report
"Summary of ON on the Army Staff,"
dated 21 March 1977.
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FINDING

IB. The growing number of OE activitios throughout the Army needs to be
better coordinated.

EXPlANATION

OH initiatives and functional requirements have accelerated to the point
where there is a serious imbalance between OE implementation efforts and the
concerted development of OE policy, doctrine, and trainiig. The extent to
which multiple actions and activities are coord4 -nated in oupport of Army-wide
OE matters is a growing 4rea of concern to those Staff agoncies which have
proponent responsibilties as well as user units. Some of these actions are
the OETC Evaluation Plan, ARI OE Research Plan, PAO Information Plan, the
integration of OE into service school curriculums, the OE Steering Committee,
and diverse uh lmplomontstion activities in the major commands. Some positive
"steps are underway in this area to include the ADMINCEN OE Work/Study Plan
and the revised structure for the OE General Officer Steering Committee,

RECOMMENDATIONS

F RESPONSIBLE COMPLETTON CONTROLA•EFNCY DATE MEASURES

1. Plan and conduct IPRa on the ODCSPER Qo.arterly G0SC-IPR (Quarterly)
following 0E actions to ensure and/or and CSA Briefing,
substantive and timely if appropriate

I V coordination.

a. OETC Evaluation Plan TRADOC After each Same as above
(See Annex F), phase

b. ARI 0E Research Plan ODC•PER 1 Jun 77 Slime an abov'v
(See Tab V of this report).

u. PAO Information Plan. ODCSPER 15 May 77 Same as above

d. OE integration in TRADOC 1 May 77 Same as above
service schools.

e. Others, an indicated,
in this report.

2. Devwlop a revised and ODCSPER 3rd Quarter ODCSPER Action
expanded agenda for the OR 1977
Steering Committee which allows
for planning by action officers,
prior to the meeting, and more
Interaction by the general
officers involved.
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FIN4DING
C. There iN a critical need for key Or staff personnel to mtay abreast of

Or activiti.es In other services,

EXPLANATION

Knowlcdge of the experience of other services in essential if the Army in
to capitalize on their successes and nvoid their pitfalls.

RECOMMEM)NDATIONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE m1dJAURw1s

1. CSA discuss OE efforts/with C5SA I Jul 77 None
other ai|vtcp chLef. and iroposa
establishment of intursarvice
group.

2. Formalize the "ad hoc inter- OnCSPSR 1 Sap 77 ODCSPER Action
service group," which was formed & Quarterly
nt the Ft. Benjamin Harrison thereafter
meetinsi to explore/discums Or.

matters of interest.

FINDING

D. Viat another independent assessment be made in 2 years to reevaluate progresm
in institutionalizing OH.

EXPLANATION

The institutionalization of OE in the Army to a difficult, complex, and highly
interactive process and represents the largest attempt in the history of manage-

eant to change the culture of a large organization. One of the lesuons of OR is
that complex processes should he periodically reviewed by trained outsiders. This
is especially significant in this case because of the many misunderstandings which
exist an to what OR is. Thu tendency will be for commanders at various levels
and location@ to reinterpret doctrine and redefine OR.
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RISPONSIBLf COmPI.rTrON CONTROL
A(rENCY DATE HEASURFS

.1, Constitute an OE.K,:C follow-up CSA Jan 79 None
in 2 years to provide 01 managers
tnd pollcyminieors with an Indopendent
view of the progremi made to
Insti tutlonnli zing Or.

FtNDING

r. The US Army Administration Center (ADMINC1HN) OE Work/Stiidy Plan Progrnm
Is a comprehonn.iva and gonetrni plan for inntitutioninlizin8 0 (E in the Army,

RXPLANAT .ON

The AI)MTNtI-.N 0:-' Work/Study Propram provided the first concertod efffort to
utitnblish and clarify thu major roquiromento for instlitutionalizingl 01' in the
Army. As uuch, it was utued nxtensively by tho OHS(C in the conduct of this
ntudy and in the dovulopment of n more refined timu-phasod plan, which is•i rl~emigne~d to iaLo~grato and courdinato the efforts of 110DA, MII, PIRCE'.l, AR].,
TRADOC, ADMINCHN, and OtC In /conjunction with Or Implementation afforts in

the field.

It is unclear at the writing of thiN report what part AfIMTNCrN will continue
to assume in the furtherance of this program. OETC was placed under direct
control of DCST, TRADOC on 1. Apr 77 and will have O1E' combat and trainingl develo•p-

sent, tralning, nnd evaluation functions undnr the IRADJOC school concept.

''lie ADhIINCEN program, although comprehensive in scope, is ambitious for one
agency or orAnnivation to accomplish without a mignificant increase in current
staffing levels and assigned OF trained personnel. It is tho opinion of the
OPESG that this program he continued by TRADOC as a planning and staff coordina-
tion mechianism and refined connistont with the OPSG findings and rocommendations,

ItrCOfM,11NDATION

RESPONS I B11,1 COMPLTION1 CONTROL
AGFN4CY DATE MFASURES

1. l1se thi. AI)VI'CEN Work/Study TRADOC 1 May 77 TRAPOC Action
Program as a planning and staff and continuing
coordination mechanism and thereafter
refine consistent with the OSG
findings and recommendations.
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IV. POLICY AND DOCTRINE

FINDING

A. Current Army policy and doctrine on OE are inadequate.

EXPLANATION

There is an understandable but serious imbalance between OE implementation
efforts and the development of Army-wide policy, doctrine, and trainingrequirements. OF SO assignment priorities initially focused on field commands

to meet demands for thiu expertise, cultivate initial acceptance of OE, and to
provide a base of experience from which long-term policy and doctrine could
bu derived. The newness of OE technology within the military dictated that
the Army proceed on this basis during 1975-76 with interim DA policy guidance.

This guidance, which was published in a HQDA Letter on 3 May 1976, is
now insufficient to provide the framework for institutionalizing OE and
address many of the key issues associated with accomplishing this goal.
Some of these issues are in the areas of staffing and structure; the
definition of OE and related terminology;* the role of the OSO and the
confidential nature of his/her relationship with user units; and the
voluntary versus mandatory aspects of OE. For example, the policy which
specifieu the voluntary use of O methods and trained personnel is sound.
This does require, however, top level understanding, encouragement, and
support which are best asserted by personal example on the part of a
commander rather than by fiat or benign neglect. How to translate this
into policy and doctrine is a key issue. Another issue is that immediate
supervisorms of OLPSOs experience difficulty in understanding and accepting
the consulting duties of the OESO in contrast to normal staff officers'
duties,

*The OESG recommended definition of OE is as follows: Commander's use
of a systematic four step process which guides the selective military
application of management and behavioral science methods with the assistance
of technically qualified staff personnel to (1) assess and improve how a
unit functions to accomplish assigned missions, (2) strengthen the chain
(if command, and (3) increase the involvement of people at all levels in
improvitog unit and individual performance and combat readiness.

The OE process includes the steps of assessment, action planning,
implemeutation, and follow-up/evaluation with the direct involvement of
the chain of command and the tailored application of O methods to meet
unique operational needs of the unit.

Staff personnel who assist in thiq process (1) function as consultants,
(2) are trained and qualified through attendance at the USA OE Training
Center and awarded an ASI 5Z, and (3) are normally assigned to a staff
element that Is external to the user unit.
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The ab1sence of definitive guidanco on these matters results in commanders
at various levels of the Army who arv passive or resistant toward further
implementation of OI. There is, therefore, a need to reduce this confusion
by more clearly establishing Army policy and doctrine on OE and formally
legitimizing (JE activities through traditional Anny channels, such as an
Army Regulation.

*With the vast majority of OE expertise located in field units, TRADOC
and IIQDA have not been able to keep pace with rapidly expanding implementation
activities. There is, therefore, a lack of published Army educational and
doctrinal material on OX. In addition, Army doctrinal publications, such
as FM 101-5, do not reflect OE missions, functions, and capabilities.

For the most part, OE material which is available, was developed in an
ad hoc manner to meet immediate local needs and varies widely in quality and
technical accuracy. Material that is in use was not written by the agency
which has boon formally responsible for OE doctrine development since 1975.

Thus far, no formal mechanism has been created for substantively
documunting OE activities and lessons learned from a technical and manageriall
point of view. This is a sterious shortfall since meaningful doctrine
cannot be developed without the benefit of comprehensive knowledge of
how OE has been employed In the Army. Although, the OETC Evaluation Plan
ind the OE iHandbook for Commanders weire developed to bridge this gap, neither
initiative provides documented case studies which are vital to informing
and educating the Army, at large, on the wide applicability of 0E,

The C&GSC Study of the combat role of the OESO is in a preliminary stage
and is considered vital to the long-term institutionalization of OE. It
requires further refinement and validation with a field test rather than
relegating this concept to an abstract academic exercise.

In conclusion, TRADOC and IIQDA are in a "catLcI up" phase on policy and
doctrinal matters. More substantive and long-term guidance Is critically
needed to assist In rectifying this situation and stabilizing plans for the
institutionalization of OE. Attention must focus on adhering to the
essentials of OE as a technology In the development of policy and doctrin-
rathnr than prostituting its application under growing pressure for
uniformity in areas such as structure, staffing, and training.

Ii
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RECOMMENDATIONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MLASURES

1. Publish an Army Regulation ODCSPER 1 Jul 77 ODCSPER Action
on OE which includes an a GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
minimum the following areas: CSA Briefing

a. An acceptable opera-
tional definition of OE and

related terminology, such as
interpersonal skill training.

b. 0ESO assignment stabili-

zation.

c. OESO as full-time duty.

d. Confidentialilty and
anonymity.

u. Consulting duties of the
OESO.

f. Structure and staffing
requirements, to include space
conversion guidance.

g. RepetitIve/routilization
tours for OSOas.

h. Professi.onal educntion/
trdining for OES~s.

i. OE Interface with RR/EO,
comptroller, AMEDD, chaplain, CPO,
and other staffs whose expertise
complements OE.

J. lwlus of DA civilian and
NCO OE trained personnel,

k. Mission/functions of IIQDA and
MACOM headquarters, OE staff, and
consulting elements.
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RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

1. Mandatory vs. voluntary
aspects of OE.

m. Use of external consul-
tants, military, and civilian.

n. ORSO mutual support require-
ments on a geographical basis.

2. Publish appropriate OE TRADOC As directed TRADOG Action
doctrinal literature and by TRADOC

information, such as a and HQDA
Commanders' Handbook on OE.

3. Revise current doctrinal TRADOC Same as Same as above
literature, such as FM 22-100 above
and FM 101-5, to include OE.

4. Develop and test the TRADOC I Jul 78 TRADOC Action
concept of the combat role
of the OESO.

5. Establish IG inspection ODCSPER 1 Aug 77 ODCSPER Action
standards relative to OE
staff elements in accord
with AR on OE.

FINDING

B. There is considerable confusion about Lhe primary duties and role of the
OESO in relation to RR/EO, comptroller, and IG staff functions.

EXPILANATION

oE is based on the military application of behavioral science for improving
distinctly human processes which affect organizational performance and combat
readiness. It is understandable where other, more established staff elements
are concerned about how this technology relates to their missions and functions.
This situation is further complicated by the consulting role of the OESO. This
consulting expertise is intended to apply to any Army organization and command
issue rather than relegating it to strictly human resources development (1IRD)
actions and programs.
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With the emergence of OE in the HIRD functional area, there is a natural
tendency to view it as another program in the vein of RR/EO. This misperception
has surfaced In a number of ways and hus led to concern and conflict between
RR/EO and staff elements. First, a number of RR/EO positions have been converted
to OESO positions at the initiative of some commanders in the field. This action
was suggested as an option but not required under the HQDA Letter of 3 May 1976
on Army-wide OE activities and training. Second, tha OESO receives extensive
interpersonal communciations skill training and education in human behavior.
Although this training emphasizes the application of these skills as they
relate to organizational systems and processes, the OESO is perceived by
others who are not knowledgeable of OE as nothing more than another human
relations staff officer or a highly trained 1ARD manager. Third, OESOs work on
a voluntary and non-directed basis with user units and have enjoyed a high
demand for their services. At some installations/units this has been in
contrast to RR/EO staffs. Fourth, although JIQDA has stipulated that commands
must maintain viable RR/EO programs, there is a perception that OE is intended
to ultimately replace these efforts. Fifth, DOD interest in the relationship
between RR/EO and OE is increasing sinc- other services, such as the Navy,
are also involved in similar efforts in a more Integrated manner.

Action has been taken by OETC to ensure OESCs receive a more indepth
appreciation of equal opportunity issues and the need to establish a close
working relationship with RR/IFO staffs. In some instances, this situation

*1 is beginning to improve at MACOM headquarters and installation level. The
efforts are too early to indicate a general overall improvement Army-wide.
More substantive action needs to be taken by HQDA so that a constructive and
enduring resolution of this issue is achieved rather than leaving it up to
initiatives in the field.

The impact of OE on comptroller functions is also an area of concern since
OE focuses on management assessment and improvement. The nature of the
essential differences is two-fold and is substantial. First, OE consulting
skills are process rather than content oriented. Although an OESO is
knowledgeable of management-by-objectives, for example, he is trained to
assist units in adapting this method in a non-directed manner to meet the
unique needs of that unit and only at the request of the commander. His focits
is on the process of how that unit selects and adopts the method towards
meeting some specific requirement rather than developing the mechanical
procedures and acauming staff responsibility for its implementation. Second,
OE as previously mentioned, focuses on the distinctly human dimensions of
organizational structure. Although OE and some comptroller functions can

be and should be mutually reinforcing, each is rooted in a distinctly different
concept and mode of operating. The OESO Is, therefore, not an efficiency expert.
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Since OESOs arc trained in organizational assessment methods there is
concern that this role duplicates the IG function. OE assesments are only
useful when they are conducted on a confidential basis with units, maintain
individual anonymity, and are used in a devulopmental manner to improve a
unit rather than as a "report card" or "club." In addition, the OESO is
not a resolver of individual complaints nor is he or she an ombudsman. The
other major difference between OE and the IC function Is the manner in which
OESOs perform their consulting duties. The OESO does not render Judgements
against a set of predetermined standards. This is left to the commander
and his chain of command.

In conclusion there are substantial concerns and perceived colflictm

between OE, RR/EO, comptroller, and 10 staff elements which need to be
reconciled conceptually and operationally.

RECOMMENDATIONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

1. Provide appropriate OE ODCSPER I Jul 77 ODCSPER, IG, and COA
instruction and information 10, & COA Action
to RR/EO, comptroller, and
IG personnel.

2. Provide sufficient TRADOC 1 Hay 77 TRADOC Action
coverage oi RR/EO, comptroller,
and IG functions and
responsibilities in the OESOC
so that (a) OESOs are apprecia-
tive of these staffs and (b) are
willing to refer problems through
a unit chain of command to the
appropriate agency when the
occasion arisem.

3. Amend, where appropriate, ODCSPER I Sep 77 ODCSPFR Action
Army regulations, circulars.,
pamphlets, policies, etc.,
pertaining to RR/EO, comptroller,
and I1 functions to provide clari-
fication and support for OE.
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FINDING

C. There is a general concern about how the IG will examine OE staff functions.

EXPLANATION

OESOs and their immediate supervisors who were interviewed expressed a
concern that the IG will require access to unit data and records which were
gathered and maintained on a confidential basis in support of OE activities.
To date, there have been no reported instances where this has occurred. The
widespread nature of this concern could lead to a subtle and subutantial
undermining of the credibility of the OESO.

RECOMMENDATION

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

1. The IG should not have IG ASAP ODCSPER Action
access to confidential data,
but should focus inspections
on compliance with the Army
Regulation on OE.

FINDING

D. The technical system to support OESOs IF not well defined and its adequacy
varies across major commands.

EXPLANATION

Since OESOs are assigned to a variety of levels in the Army from HQDA to
separate brigades, there is a natural tendency for them to become isolated
in the absence of a clearly defined and vigorously managed technical support

system. This system must operate and be responsive within and across various
staff elements and each of these levels so that (1) adequate resources are
provided in a timely manner to support OE activities, especially in those
instances where the required resources are greater than those that are normally
available (2) new OE technical developments and lessons learned can be quickly
disseminated, (3) additional OE consulting suppurt (military or civilian) is
readily available, especially when these personnel possess unique skl.lls/
experience and (4) OESOs can receive advanced professional training.
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OEOs who have worked jointly on a temporary basis with OESOs from other
organizations or with management or human resources development specialist.s
(RR/EO, chaplain, AMEDD perronnel) on specific projects, contributed to a
more comprehensive and effective approach to those projects. This is also
true when CESOs have been able to selectively obtain the services of civi.llan
0, consultants and have locally based L&MDC instructors to augment OE
activities and training.

The location of OESOs in different elements of a particular division or
Installation tends to result in disaipatud and isolated OE activities. There
is also a lack of collaboration between OESOs who are assigned to different
major commands, such as MORSCOM and TRADOC, but are collocated on the same
Installation.

Another factor which affects the CE technical support system is commanders
and OE staff managers who are reluctant to provide adequate budget support,
cbmputwr support for surveys, and/or are fearful of creating a "stovepipl,"
image of OE consulting activities. There is considerable diversity of opinion
S as to what constitutes a "stovepipe" and what is pertnissable to unergize
and manage an OE staff element. As a result, some OX man-na.ers have restricted
OESOs to performing only staff work at MACOX headquarters with the rationale
that consulting is an operational function that is outside the purview of the
organization's responsibilities.

-I
This is further reinforced by manpower analysis guidelines that are applied

to headquarters staffs. Other managers narrowly view the OE.SO as a local
resource, which should not be used outside their Staff agency or command,

Providing a well coordinated and open OE technical information network
and advanced professional training are other major dimensluns of this support
system, Quarterly newsletters, such as those which are publlshhd by FORSCOM,
TRADOC, and USAREUR and periodic workshops for OESOs are usv;ul for meeting
command needs in these areas.

In conclusion, there is a need for a definitive Army policy which describes
and sanctions a technical OE support system and provides the parameters under
which this system will operate within and between organizational levels and
various staff elements.

RECOMMINDATIONS

FEHIONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURIES

1. Describe and sanction an OE ODCSPER I Jul 77 OI)CSPER Action
technical support system and
provide appropriate guidance
for managing and sustaining
this system (See Annex B).
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RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

2. Staff agencies, which are ODCSPER 1 Jul 77 ODCSPER Action
not under the purview of OE
staff elements, e.g., DMIS
RR/EO, comptroller, chaplain,
AMEDD, and ARI, should
establish appropriate guidance
concerning their role in the
OE technical support system.

FINDING

E. Limited implementation of OE has been initiated in the Reserve Components
(RC) and presents unique challenges.

EXPLANATION

FORSCOM Lao provided limited OE consulting support to a few RC units and
by mutual agreement with ODCSPER, DA has initially assumed responsibility to
support all pilot efforts within the Reserve Components. During the past 2
years, ODCSPER, DA has used a MODES officer to begin examining the feasibility
of implementing OE in the RC and has provided briefings to the RC Policy
Council. Fifth Army is interested in participating in a FORSCOM sponsored
conference to develop a strategy for OE in the RC and the National Guard
bureau is also becoming involved in OE implementation activities. To date,
no concerted analysis and planning have been accomplishcd relative to the
RC.

RECOMMENDATIONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

I. Conduct an analysis of ODCSPER 1 Jul 77 ODCSPER Action
OE activities and capabilities FORSCOM, GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
in the RC to determine lessons
ledaned and the feasibility of
implementing OR on a broader
scale.

2. Expand OE consulting FORSCOM ASAP FORSCOM Action
assistance within the RC.
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RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE ME.ASURES

3. Develop a plan for the ODCSPER, 1 Nov 77 ODCSPER Action
introduction of OE into the OCAR, & NGB GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
RC, to include idontifica- CSA Briefing
tion of required resources.

4. Augment ODCSPER, DA and ODCSPER & 1 Jun 77 ODCSPER Action
other MACOM headquarters OE ODCSOPS
staff elements with MOBDES
personnel to support OE
planning and implementation
activities for the RC.

2I
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V. EVALUATION AND RESEARCH

FINDING

A. There is a need for quantifiable research and evaluation programs to
support the refinement of OE technology as it pertains to the Army as well
as OE policy, doctrine, and training.

EXPLANATI ON

The US Army Research Institute (ARI) OE Research efforts began on a
modest basis in the early 1970's with a project in a USASA unit in USAREUR,
Positive results from this project led to exploring expanded applications
of OE technology in the 32d AADCOM and 75 company-sized units in USAREUR.
ARt OE research efforts are increasing as a result of a CSA briefing on
27 Dec 76 and DDR&E approval of $1,6 millioni for OE basic or technical base
research during FY 78.

A coordinated 5-year OE Research Plan is nearing completion. An ARI
sponsored planning conference on 8-9 Feb 77 provided basic input for this
plan and identified the need for further coordination with OETC and
ADMINCEN OE evaluation and study efforts. Representatives from ARI;
ODCSPER, DA; TRADOC; ADMINCEN; and OETC uet on 21-24 Mar 77 to accomplish
this coordination and interface the respective programs. Detailed input
from the OETC Evaluation Plan is needed to complete the ARt Research Plan
as well as the incorporation of OETC and MACOM OE research needs.

Although coordination and planning activities have improved, OE
research remains susceptible to elimination from the R&D budget due to
general congressional hostility toward behavioral science research. In
addition, ARI Is not sufficiently staffed with personnel who have indepth
OE research experience. The two researchers who supported the initial OE
projects have departed ARI and GS grade limitations, which affect ARI
staffing levels, are a significant obstacle to hiring quality OF research
personnel.

Quantifiable results of OE are currently available to a limited degree
in the Army. The data and well documented case studies and experiences
have not been systematically collected and analyzed,

The OETC 3-year, five phased OE Evaluation Plan is comprehensive in
scope, sophisticated in methodology and in vitally necessary for'OE policy,
doctrine, and training. This effort is an initial attempt to quantify OF
progress in the Army and represents a unique and perhaps the finest approach
to program evaluation undertaken by the Army (See Annex F).
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In conclusion, cI.oHe coordination and support for the AMI OE Resenrch
Plan, the OPTC OE Evaluation Plan and other Or. study, evaluation, and
research efforts are crucial if the Army is to appropriately determine the
impact and full potential of OE and provide long term Justl.fication and
support for its continued applicatlon.

RECOMME NIDAT" ONS

RESPONSTBLE COmPIEFTol CONTROl.
AGENCY OATE MEASURES

1. Coordinate and incorporate ODCSPER 1 Sep 77 ODCSPER Action
appropriate OE research and
study requirements in the OETV
Evaluation Plan, the ARI
Research Plan, and the

lODCSPER Study Program.

2. Obtain sufficient numbers ART 1 Oct 77 ODCSPER Action
of well-qualified OE research
personnel to support the
ART 5-year OE Research Plan.

3. Provide ART with reltif, ODCSPER, DA I May 77 OKCSPER Action
on an exception basis, from
current GS grade limitations
and reductions so that well-
qualified O. research personnel
can be obtained by FY 78,

4, Ensure that the TRADOC TRADOC 1 Oct 77 TRADOC Action
OE Work/Study Program reflects
the ARI Roesarch Plan.

5. Establish a coordination
link between ARI and OETC
through one or more of the
followings (a) establishing (a) ARI I Oct 77 ODCSPER Action
an ARI liaison at OETC;
(b) conducting work reviews (b) ART/OXTC ContinuinR Same as above
at the rejuest of either
organization; (c) ARI (c) ARI I Jun 77 Same as above
representttives attending and an
OETC Evaluation seminars. announced

thereafter

6. Strongly support the ART ODCSPER & 1 Jan 78 Same as above
unfunded 7Y 79 6.3 advanced OPCSRDA
development research request.

7. Establish coordination ODCSPER 15 Mar 78 Same an above
with other Federal Government
and civilian OE research efforts.
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B, The link between ODCSPER and ODCSRDA on OE research needs improvement.

EXPLANATION

ODCSRDA personnel are primrily trained and interested in hardware-type
research, As a result, they have difficulty understanding and appreciating
the need for OE research. The existing relationships between these Staff
agencies is primarily reltgated to administrative and budgetary nmatters,
which further complicates the difficulties in communicating the nature and

importance of OE research. The coordination process also takes place below
general officer level and, thereby, tends to shield decisionmakers from
important personnel research issues.

RECOMMENDATI ONS

RESPONSTBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURFS

1, CSA confirm thc CSA 2 May 77 None
requirement for and emphasize
the importance of OE research
with the DCSRDA.

2. ODCSRDA support OE research ODCSRDA 1 Jun 77 ODCSRDA and
requirements with DDR&F., ODCSPER Action

3. DI)RD/DPPB personally present ODCSPER 16 May 77 ODCSPER Action
OE research needs to appropriate & continuing,
level In ODCSRDA, an required

FINDING

C. The US Army Research Institute (ART) 5-year OF Research Plan is improving
and must be implemented in FY 78.

EXPLANATION

A draft 5-year OE Research Plan was developed during an ARI sponsored
planning conference on 8-9 Feb 77, The following five priority long term
research thrusts were identified and coordinated. Final coordination is
underway with DA, ODCSPPR and TRADOC and a detailed plan for FY 78 hAs
been prepared.

(1) Criteria of Organizational Effectiveness.
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(2) Organikat ion Functiontng (Structures, Process, and Problems)

(3) Parameters of the OE Process (OESO Selection and Development and
Delivery Systems).

(4) Diagnostic Methods,

(5) Development of Intervention Strategies.

The plan appears adequate for guiding basic or technical base research
and will require greater refinement with research sponsors in the area of
advanced development research. One of the areas which requires further
research is the impact of the Leadership and Management Development Course
(L&MDC) on attendees and their units.

RECOMMENDATI ONS

RESPONSIELE COMPLETION CONTROL
ACENCY DATE MEASURES

1. ARI complete detailing ART 1 Jul 77 ODCSPER Action
of 5-year OE Research Plan, GOSC-IPR
incorporate all relevant Army (Quarterly)
research needs, and obtain final
approval from ODCSPER.

2. Initiate scheduled research ART (See ODCSPER Action
efforts in FY 781 SchedulesBelow)

a. Develop criteria for 1 Oct 77 -

evaluating the effectiveness 30 Sep 81
of Army organizations.

b. Develop criteria for 1 Mar 78 -

organizational processes. 30 Sep 82

c. Develop taxonomy of 1 Oct 77 -

Army organizational structures 30 Sep 78
and processes, and typical
associated problems and
climates.

d. Develop and test 1 Mar 78
hypotheses relating 30 Sep 82
organizational structures/
processes and organizational
outcomes.
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RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

a. Develop operational 1 Oct 77 -
description of the conditions 30 Sep 82
for and dynamics of the OE process.

f. Develop alternative 1 Mar 78 -

diagnostic methodologies. 30 Sep 79

g. Develop taxonomy of OE 1 Mar 78 -

techniques. 30 Sep 80

h. Develop new intervention 1 Jun 78 -

techniques for gaps identified in 30 Sep 79
g gbove.



VI. ASSIGNMENT, SELECTION, AND UTILIZATION

FINDING

The expansion of OE in the Army requires personnel management procedures
for the selection, assignment, utilization, and professional development of
OE personnel which are clearly enunciated and understood.

EXPLANATION

Within the Army personnel management system there are multiple and
conflicting demands for high quality people, e.g., ROTC, USMA, LUSAREC, and
OE. Additionally, no formal priority has been established for MILPERCEN
concerning the selection, assignment, and utilization of OE personnel. As
a result, MILPERCEN is constrained to fill OE positions with high quality
personnel. MILPERCEN's ability toelect quality officers is expected to
improve now that the requirement for all OESOs to be in OTM&S specialty
41 has been lifted.

As OE expands, so does the magnitude and complexity of managing
increasing numbers of OESOs and personnel who are identified to fill key
OE management positions in the Army. Although the one MILPERCEN action
officer is doing an outstanding Job, a number of policy issues need to be
resolved., written, and promulgated to inform OESOs, their supervisors, and
pursonnel managers, particularly MILPERCEN assignment officers.

The utilization of personnel Is a command prerogative. However, OESOS
are assigned to a particular command based upon the command's validated
requirement for OE trained personnel. Some OETC graduates have not been
assigned to OESO positions or have otherwise been utilized in ways that
are inconsistent with the skills obtained through their externsive training.
Commanders must ensure that these highly skilled individuals are utilized
in an OE role in support of the organizational mission. In the past the
HQDA stabilization policy has been liberally interpreted in order to meet
other requirements. OESOs do not become fully effective until they have
4 - 6 months experience. Considering the length of the course and the field
demand for services of OhSOs, it is important that 18 - 24 months utilization
be achieved, The stabiliration policy must be clearly stated and enforced.
Additionally, it is apparent that there will be requirements for reutilization
of repetitive tours for some OE trained personnel in OE assignments, such as
in higher headquarters of at OETC.

Individuals who have an educational background in OE and behavioral
science are not intensively managed. Identification of such persons would
assist in the selection of key OE managers. However, behavioral science
degree requirements vary greatly within the civilian academic world and
currently it is not possible to relate a specified degree with 0E-related
subjec ts.
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Another facet of the OE personnel management issue is the question ot
Intensively managing Individuals who have a background in OE. Since OE is
not an OPMS specialty, such individuals are not intensively managed. MILPFRCEN
does monitor the professional development of officers involved in OE. 'Though
it ia too early to determine the degree of intensified management, If any is
required, monitoring should continue since the career impact of an OE
assignment is of some concern to OESOs.

RECOMMENDATIONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MFASURES

1. Provide MILPERCEN policy ODCSPER 15 May 77 OD)CSPER Action
and guidance concerning
the priority relationship of
OE assignments to other priority
assignment considerations;
i.e.. ROTC, USMA, USAREC.

2. Assign additional staff MILPERCEN 15 May 77 ODCSPER Action
officers to the OE personnel

*1 management function in
MILPERCEN,

3. Provide MACOMs with policy ODCSPER 1 Jul 77 ODCSPER Action
and guidance on minimum
utilization (in terms of time)
of OE trained personnel.

4. Publish policy and guidance ODCSPER 1 Jul 77 ODCSPER Action
on stabilization of OESOs for
at least 18 months after
graduation from OETC.

5. lustitute a procedure to MILPERCEN 1 Aug 77 MILPERCLN Action
ensure personnel management
officers are informed of all
aspects of OE.

6. Continue to monitor key ODCSPER Continuing; ODCSPER Action
OE management positions, completion GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)
(Already in progress.) coincides CSA Briefing

with final1. determination
of optimal!•: OR staffing.
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RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

7. Continue to monitor the MILPERCEN Continuous ODCSPER Actionprofessional development of completion GOSC-IPR (Quarterly)officers involved in OE. CSA Briefing
8. Develop more specifir ODCSPER I Aug 77 ODCSPER Actioncriteria, other than
general disciplines, for
identifying individuals
With appropriate
educational backgrounds
in OE.
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VII1. PROFESSIONAI TRAtNING OF,' OP TRATNED PERSONNEL

FI' ND f[NG

OESOs need additional professional tralining.

EXPLANATION

The formal instruction provided by the 16-weak OESOC only provides the
minimum essential skills necessary to perform as a consultant. Tile dynamic.
nature of the state-of-the-art and the vast amount of information not
covered in the OESOC POI requires that the OFSO continually receive timely
and relevant technical training to update, refine, and expand his/her basic
skills. A majority of people interviewed by OESO felt that the Army
Regulation on OE should be explicit on the subject of OSO training and
development activities which are subsequent to their attendance at OETC.
OETC has maintained some contact with OFSOs in the field. This contact
has been critical to stimulate further professional training and to upgrade

, OESO knowledge and skills. However, no formal system exists to provide the
field with Oi technical information, although extensive information is
available in academic and research communities as well as wIthin the Army
and other military services. Although several OE bulletins are being
published by various agencies, they do not adequately meet the field needs
for technical information.

RECOMMENDATT ONq

RESPONSTIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENVY DATE MEASURES

1. Conduct Oi, training TRADOC & 1st activity MACOM Action
courses/activities on a MACOMs scheduled May (Quarterly)
regional basis. 77; continuing

2. Designate a single proponent TRADOC 1. May 77 TRA[X)C Action
agency for OE technical
in formation.

3. Collect, disseminate, and TRADOC Continuous TRADOC Action
publish OE technical information.

4. Legitimize professional OE ODCSPER 1 Jul 77 ODCSPER and
training activities in policy 6 MACOMs MACOM Action
and guidance documents and
support at MACOM level.

5, Include professional Oh)CSPER Dependent on OTCSPER and
training in appropriate & MACOMs budget cycle, and MACOM Action
budget documents. begin w/FY 78

budget.
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RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

6. Develop nonresident TRADOC .,Jst course TRADOC Action
instruction in OE due dl
related skills, continuing.,,-

7. Develop a series of TRADOC let course TRADOC Action
short training courses due Jul 78;
in advanced OE skills, continuing

8. Conduct refresher TRADOC 1 Oct 78 TRADOC Action
training for OESOC
graduates returning to
OE duties.
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V I II . EXTERNAL, CONSUL'TI NG;

FINDTING

OESOs require outside support in the form of civilian and military
consultants to assist in initiating and reviewing OE activities.

EXPLANATION

Civilian consultants and OESOs at HODA and in MACOM headquarters have
been successfully used to initiate and sele-tively support OE activities
at a variety of levels in the Army. The uge of this outside expertise to
augment the OETC faculty is also considered by many OESOs as one of the
primary strengths uf the OR effort. This consulting support has enhanced
the quality and acceptance of Army-wide OE efforts and is necessary to
expand the training and experience possessed by most OESOs. Contracts with
civilian consultants are normally requested on an as needed and competitive
bid basis with due attention to Army contracting requirements. However,
the hiring and use of these consultants has been impeded by (1) OESOs who
have not been trained to develop technical statements of work for contracts,
(2) OR staff managers and OEFOs who are unfamiliar with contract procedures
and (3) local contracting and budget offices which are administratively slow
and not knowledgeable of this type of consulting.

RECOMMENDATIONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

i. Maintain an Army policy ODCSPER 1 Jul 77 ODCSPER Action
of using civilian consultants
on a selective basis to support
specific Or activities and
train ing.

2. tasue definitive guidance ODCSPER & 1 Jul 77 ODCSPER &
on the selection and use of MACOMs MACOH Action
civilian consultants,
associated budgetary matters,
and reviewing OR contract
activities..

3. Review OE consulting ODCSPER 1 Jul 77 ODCSPER Action
contractual procedures and
requirements to (a) improve
administrative procedures,
(2) educate OESO/OE managers,
(3) provide guidance and
recommendations to MACOMs.
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RE S PONS 1B I.E COMPLET I. () N CO NTRO 1,
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

4. Develop a list of ODCSPER, DA I Dec 77 ODCSPER Action
consulting firms and update
their capabilities for annually
referral by MACOMs. This
list is for information
only and not an indorsement
of qualifications.

5, Devote a portion of TRADOC I Sep 77 rRADOC Action
the OETC curriculum to
educating OESOs on the

contract process and working
relatinnships Wurh
external consultants.

6. Establish an Army OE ODCSPER 1 Dec 77 ODCSPER Action
strategy advisory group

comprised of prominent
civilian conmultanits for
periodic assistance in
reviewing Army-wide OE
implementation efforts.
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I.X. OE OPERATIONS

FINDING

A. The use of OE and OE trained personnel can lead to significant improvements
in unit performance provided this technology is focused on mission essential
requirements and is tailored to a unit.

EXPLANATION

OE is effectively and systematically being used by ccmnanders who have
taken the time to become more knowledgeable of the technology and personally
involved in its application. Once commanders take this course of action
they quickly see the utility of selectively using OE and its application
spreads. As a result, OESO duties are full time rather than part time.

Inmnediate improvements in organizational communications, teamwork, and
problem solving with the application of relatively unsophisticated methods
and OESO support have occurred in areas, such as unit operations, training,
maintenance, and administration, and staff management in higher headquarters.
OE is beginning to also be applied in support of installation management and
community development. Some of the organizations and installations which have
experienced these results are the 82d Airborne Division at Ft. Bragg, Ft. Carson,
Ft, Riley, and Ft. Hood, and the Personnel Information and Systems Directorate
(PERSIND) in MILPERCEN, PERSIND represents the longest term application of

OE (4 years) and the most dramatic organization-wide improvement effort, to
date, in an Army Staff environment.

OE techniques have also been usefully employed in ODCSPER, DA since 1975

with part time OE consulting assistance. This has led to OE activities in
other DA Staff agencies, such as ODCSLOG, OTSG, and ODCSOPS, to include the
Concepts and Analysis Agency (CAA). For the most part these have been pilot
efforts due to the limited availability of OF, consulting support and have
resulted in some short ranged improvements.

OE has been used to support top level planning and goal setting, organiza-
tional realignment caused by manpower reductions, streamlining administrative
and staff operations; and clarifying intra and inter organizational roles and
responsibilities. Similar types of OE applications have been conducted and
are continuing in FORSCOM headquarters, TRADOC headquarters, Military District
of Washington, and Computer Systems Command. USAREUR headquarters has also
recently implemented OE.

One OE technique called the Leadership Transition Meeting is receiving
increasing attention by battalion commanders and some staff managers. This
technique greatly assists a unit transition to a new commander. An article
describing this techniquz' appeared in the March 1977 issue of Army magazine.
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In general, OE is considered highly practical and relevant to a wide
variety of Army issues and organizations and requires full time assistance
of OE trained personnel. Command or organization-wide improvements using
OE in division, installation, or major command headquarters require a
sustained effort over a period of 3-5 years, Short term results, however,
can be achieved provided commanders are willing to become personally
involved and focus OE applications on mission essential requirements,

RECOMMENDATIONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE ",USURES

1. Widely publicize this OPA & 1 Sep 77 ODCSPER Action
finding as part of the OPA MACOMs
and MACOM OE information
plans, to include the publication
of articles and case studies.

2. Indicate in the AR that the ODCSPER 1 Jul 77 ODCSPER Action
duties of OE trained personnel
are full time.

IFTNDTNG

B. OESOs are generally viewed as well trained and are best assigned and
utilized in teams.

EXPLANATION

The majority of commanders and managers, who were interviewed as part
of this study, were highly satisfied with the skills, abilities, and
credibility of the OESOs assigned to their units. OESOs who are senior
captainti and field grade officers are preferred, especially those who have
had troop or command and staff experience.

OESO who were :?nterviewed indicated the need to work In teams on
specific OE activities due to the significant demands associated with
consulting dutien and to ensure unit assessments are conducted in the most
objective manner possible. ),, average, OESOs require 4-6 months before
they are fully operational as consultants. This is primarily a function of
the newness of OE in the Army and the requirement to be personally credible
within a particular command, The most common frustration voiced by OESOs
is the lack of computer support in the field for the General Organizational
Questinnnairo (GM)f survey. A few enterprising OESOs have developed their
own rudimentary computer programs to process the survey and one officer in
USAREUR had the uurvey translated into German for OE activities with local
nationals who work for the Army.,
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Thus far, OF is being applied in the field primarily at battalion level
and for internal Improvements in some Staff agencies. A few OESOs have been
able to involve higher levels of command in OE activities. Failure to
bridge this gap will ultimately lead to frustrated and dissipated attempts
to use this technology. Some inroads are beginning to be made in the
areas of installation management, community development, and ho3pital
management. These areas are not covered in any depth in the current OETC
curriculum although each presents a unique environment for the application
of OE. OESOs, for example, who are assigned to USAREUR need to have more
than a cursory appreciation of how OE can be used in support of community
development. With the advent of DARCOM's interest in OE, OESOs need to
become familiar with OE applications in support of project and depot
management in a high technology and complex organizational environment,
whl-h has a large civilian workforce,

OESOs need to improve their ability to assist units' shift from the
organizational assessment phase into the implementation phase of the
OE process. This requires an ability to appropriately and convincingly
"advise commanders on the necessity for this course of action. It also
requires technical design skills for tailoring specific DE methods to
assessment findings and the unique needs of the unit. Additional O.SO
training is needed on how to design and conduct evaluations of OE activities
and how to efficiently document their experiences and lessons learned as
feedback to OETC and TM)OC . Thu uxprAnon, ur OE into differ'ent types
of organizations, naufgiagent processes, and environments (to include
foreign nationals) and the requirement for the refinement of OE technical

2 skills presents a special challenge to OETC. These developments will
probably require additional instruction at OETC, to include a lengthening
of the OESOC, and/or advanced professional training which is exported
"to the OESOs by OETC or a MACOM OE staff.

One of the most common observations of OESO. is that they are a
highly motivated group of young officers who are willing to devote endless
hours to the furtherance of OE in the Army. This is indeed remarkable
since they are highly dispersed throughout the Army; operate in relative
isolation and in a fairly autonomous manner with user units; have only
the minimum DA guidance in the form of an HQDA letter to legitimize their
presence in a unit; have not been preceded by massive information and
mandatory educational efforts; are minimally supported by an ill defined
and ad hoc staff management system that is easily diverted to other
matters; provide advice to commanders in areas that are usually emotionally
charged; and frankly don't have the vaguest notion what impact this dutywill have on their careers.

As one general officer remarked about OETC: "This is the first time
the Army has ever established a course for commanders." The consulting
duties of an OESO provide extensive insight and preparation for command
by the very nature of the technology, training, and the experiences derived
from close working relationships with commanders and managers at a variety
of levels. The role of the OESO is extremely demanding because many of the
issues he or she is dealing with are closely related to a commander's self
image and personal leadership style. The common reaction that "OE is nothing
more than good leadership" attests to this fact.
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*RECOMMENDATIONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

1. Incorporate the following ODCSPER I Jul 77 ODCSPER Action
policy into the Army Regulation
on OE: "A minimum of two OESOs
will be assigned to divisions and
installations and major command
headquarters and will not be
assigned below these levels,
unless authorized on an
exception basis."

2. Encourage commanders to ODCSPER 1 Jul 77 ODCSPER Action
support close professional
relationships and mutual
assistance between OESOs,
on a geographical basis,
regardless of the command
to which they are assigned.

3. Include instruction in TRADOC I Sep 77 TRADOC Action
the OSOC on (a) OE
applications in the areas of
installation and project
management, community
development, hospital management;
and other types of management

as deemed appropriate (b) design
skills involving transitioning
units from the assessment to
the implementation phase
of the OE process and (c)
methods for evaluating OE
activities and documenting OE
experiences and lessons learned.

4. Stabilize OESO assignments ODCSPER 1I Jul 77 ODCSPER Action
be for a minimum period of
18-24 months.
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X. INFORMATI ON

FINDING

There is a general information void on OE at all levels in the Army.

EXPLANATI ON

A comprehensive integrated OF Information Plan is required. The HQDA
Public Affairs Office's current effort at developing a plan may meet this
requirement. However, extensive input and cooperation from various Army
headquarters and Staff elements is necessary to develop and execute this
comprehensive plan. There is a specific need to inform general officers,
senior commanders, and staffs on OE on a periodic and timely basis. For
example, OE has not received adequate attention and emphasis in the CSA
Weekly Summary. This need cannot be met in the time required by solely
relying on existing service schools and senior service schools whichmeet long term information requirements.

RECOMMEN.DA.TIONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

1. Implement OPA OE Information OPA Continuing OPA Action
Plan. GOSC-IPR

(quarterly)

2. The CSA Weekly Summary OCSA Continuing OCSA Action
contain appropriate OE (Monthly)
information.

3. MACOC1 establish their own MACOMs I Jul 77 MACOM Action
OE Information Plans.
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XI. REsnuIcEs

FINDING

A. There is a lack of general guidance on budgeting for OE activities.

EXPLANATION

With the exception of funds for OkVtC, there were no funds earmarked
for OE in the FY 77 Army budget. OE funding is currently accomplished in
an ad hoc manner due to the recent increase of OE activities in major
commands.

RECOMMENDATIONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETTON CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASU RES

1. Publish budget guidance. ODCSPER & 30 Apr 77 OIDCSPER & COA
COA Act ion

2. MACOM9 provide budget HACOMs For input DCSPER Action
planning guidance to to PARR,
subordinate commands. POM, BER,

COB, etc.
As appro-
prilate
(initially
for FY 78
budget).

FINDING

B, The lack of an Army-wide GOQ survey capability has hampered the conduct
of OE activities.

EXPLANATION

The interim version of the general organizational questionnaire (Coq)
survey ADP program was not approved for distribution until 28 Feb 77. Some
ADP hardware in the field does not accept the progiram. Early OETC graduates
lack skill in use of the GOQ. OETC workshops in April-May 1977 will update
OESOn on use of new computer software and analysis of the CGO. O However, the
final ve'sion of the GOQ is based on field input and acceptance of the
software program by IIQDA and computer Systems Command. TRADOC is producing
the final version.
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RECOM*ENDATIONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

1. Continue the development TRADOC 1 Jul 77 TRADOC Action
of the OE data processing
aystem.

2. Approved the GOQ survey ODMIS & 1 Jan 78 ODCSPER Action
package as a standard Army ODCSPER GOSC-IPR
system. (Quarterly)

FINDING

C. In the long terp, more suitable facilities are required for OETC.

EXPLANATION

Although the support prnvided by the host installation has been excellent,
the fact remains that OETC is housed in temporary facilities. The importance
of the training and its unique aspects dictate more appropriate, permanent
facilities.

RECOM4ENDATIONS

RESPONSIBLE COMPLETION CONTROL
AGENCY DATE MEASURES

1. Determine and obtain the TRADOC Upon deter- TRADOC Action
appropriate facilities mination
for OETC. of firm

training
requirements
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AXflEX A

CSA COMIMENTS ON ORGAN.ZATIOflAL EFFECTIVENESS (OE)

DiSTIRI JUTEI) AT THE ARMY COMIANDERS' CONFERElNCE, 28 NOV-3 DEC 76

As all of you know, I have for sometime been inLercted in Organizational
Effectiveness (OE) as a technology and capability for strenp.thening and
Improving the Army in the broadest sense. The results obtained from
pioneering efforts with OE during the past four years have been illuminating,
but are only the tip of the iceberg. Collectively, these early initiati'es
in line and staff units signal a significant long term contribution to tile
Army. For this reason it is important for us to discuss OE at this
confe.rence and to use this discussion as a starting point for developing
a shared viewpoint of hlow to institutionalize and employ this capability
in the coming years.

As many of you know, waive made a lot of progress already. Bill DePuy
has gotten the momentum going in TRADOC and George llanchard has thingni
moving in USAREUR. We have momentum in FORSCOM, both in the headquarters
and the field, after a year of intensive effort. Sevcral FORSCOM dIvislonnt
are well along witb implementing Or. Other command initiatives have been
in MDW, Computer Systems Command, and more recently in DARCOM and HUSA/118FK.
By 1 January 1977 a total of 126 OE staff officers will have been trained
and d&ployed to the field.

We are also considering how to expand the use of Or here in the DA
Staff after three years of deliberate study and application In MILPERCEN
and ODCSPER. We also intend to get the NCOs and civilians involved.

My remarks today are derived from these early experiences ard initlativeq
and will focus in three major areas. First, I want to share wich you how
I see 0E in the Army. Second, I want to distingulsh between the voluntary
and mandatury aspects of institutionalizing OF,. Third, 1 want to provide
general guidance and a few words of caution on how to rroceod with this
capabili ty.

I see. O' in the Army from three perspectives. First, OF is a practical
and systematic way of looking at how the Army and its organizationIal
elements function by reflecting on the distinctly human nature of any
organization. Second, OE is a process - a way of operating - that assists
with untangling and streamlining specific functions, programtl and entire
organizations. As Bill DePuy says, "It helps get the gum out of thle
system and to eliminate medieval practices." Third, OE encompasses a set
of techniques, which can and should he used selectively by the chain of
command, to assess, strengthen, and improve how an organization accomplisheR
its mission. Open channels of communication and constructive problem solving
are essential ingredients of these techniques. The total impact of OE,
when it is done correctly on a continuing process, is to promote greater
understanding, involvement, and commitment to unit goals with people at all
echelons.
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My goal is to institutionalize OF and to integrate it fully with
our leadership and management processes so that after a few years people
will say, "Didn't we always do it this way?"

If this goal is to be achieved, we must do it right. This means
we will go slow where going slow is appropriate and we will move more
quickly in those areas where it is essential. We will move in both
areas with °commitment.

Commitment means proceeding on the basis of understanding OF as
a technology and how it can benefit your command and the Army. It also
means a dedication to making the tough decisions which allocate resources
for establishing an OE capability; which allow time to derive the
maximum benefit from OE; and which judiciously employ these resources
and expertise.

We need to proceed toward institutionalizing OF with the same degree
of interest that we devote to a new weapon system. But we also need to
recognize that the attainment of this goal is even more complex than
bringing a new weapon system on line because we are dealing with the
human dimensions of the Army.

I realize that CE is a long range effort. It will take several years
to get it into the system. Before we can fully implement the OF process,
we've got to develop an CE capability. However, we can and we will
proceed with implementing the process and developing the capability
simultaneously.

There's a lot of confusion about 0E being voluntary. Some people
are reading this to mean we're not serious. That's wrong' We are
serious, so serious in fact that we're goinj, to take the time and follow
a strategy to do it right.

We are proceeding to develop an Army OF capability which will be
self-sustaining. This part is not voluntary. It is mandatory.

Now let me highlight the nature of what I am calling the mandatory
part of OE. This includes such things as creating the spaces for OFSOs;
nlocating funds; developing and publishing doctrine and policy;
implementing educatior and trainiag; and conducting follow-on research
and evaluation. This mandatory part will require training and education
not only for the Organizational Effectiveness Staif Officers (OESO) but
also for personnel In service schools and the chain of command in units.

In general, the technology of OE as well an the knowledge, skills,
and methods of operating of the OESO are sufficiently unique to require
this intensive and continuing educational effort. In other words, we
will have an OE capability integrated into the system, but we will dothis in a manner that balances tnis initiative with other top priority
Army goals and iequlrements.
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To assist us in analyzing the current status and future thrust of OE
I have organized a small study group. This group has the mission of
assessing the Army involvement in OE to find out where we are, where
we are trying to go, and how we should proceed to get there. I have
directed the group members, who have in-depth experience with OE at
various levels in the Army frow Lroop units to HQDA, to obtain your input
before making their recommendations to me. The existence of this study
group should not be viewed as a signal for slowing down or stopping
initiatives that are already underway within your respective commands.
The study group is a catalyst and opportunity for broadening and
reinforcing these initiatives. It is intended to provide assistance by
ensuring that an OE capability is institutionalized with an emphasis on
quality.

Now I want to turn to that portion of 0E which must remain voluntary.
Our experience shows that many commanders volunteer to use OE after
they have been involved in OE education activities and are provided the
opportunity to employ OE trained personnel. Almost without exception,
those that spend time understanding and appropriately implementing DE
find it helpful in running their units.

However, some commanders do not immediately feel comfortable with
the OE process. These people do not initially become involved and
Bsome, for that matter, may never want to use it. We must respect
these commandexi who may feel this way after they have had an opportunity
to sufficiently learn what OE is all about. However, even those commanders
who chose not to selectively use this technology should not preclude
their subordinates from using it.

A lot of people are skeptical at first. This reaction is desirable
and to be expected. It is this healthy skepticism and a willingness
to give OE a fair try with one's personal involvement that ultimately
promotes a full understanding and intelligent application of OE.

In those units where we have provided the capability to do OE and
the efforL has received adequate command support, more commanders are
requesting assistance than OESOs can handle. So from the point of view
of available resources, we cannot direct that all commanders will use
the OE process even if that were a desirable course of action.

But there ts another more important and basic reason why we cannot
mandate the use of the OE process and specific techniques. Commanders

J have a responsibility to be aware of what is available in the management
sciences, but they require latitude on how and when this knowledge and
skills are used.
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In the long run as OE becomes more understood and integrated in the
system, I am confident that most commanders will see the potential and
will take advantage of it.

Before closing, some words of caution are in order. The hasty
or incorrect implementation of OE can be damaging. It is not a panacea
and a gimmick for solving all of our problems, It is simply a powerful
and useful technology that can be made available for our use. There is
a danger of pushing too far and too fast because the successful use of
OE involves people. It is not something done to them.

Some people in the Army are trying to second guess my sincerity.
Others may be "buying in" because it appears to be a good horse to ride.
This can get in the way of attaining any genuine success so we must
change these attitudes.

I am committed to institutionalizing OE in the Army because I believe
it will help us improve what we are already doing and have traditionally
known what is right. It is an evolutionary effort, but we've got to
do it with commitment and at a speed that is appropriate. Experience
shows that when it is done right, it works.

I have emphasized two major parts of the OE effort: that which can

be mandated - the development of a capability to do OE - and the
voluntary part, the process itself.

We will be working with you and your people to obtain ideas and
inputs for making the recommendations we need to proceed with insti-
tutionalizing OE, particularly in those areas to be mandated. If we
do a good job in this area and pay attention to emphasizing quality at all
levels, the understanding and acceptability of OE can be assured.

I want to close by again stressing that we are insti.t:utionalizing
OE through the chain of command. Our purpose is to strengthen and improve
organizational leadership and management within and between units in the
furtherance of our overall mission.
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PREFACE

This concept paper was originally drafted in March 19777 by the OE
Study Group. It was subsequently used as a reference during a 4-day
planning conference, which was conducted by the study group, to develop
the findings and recommendations pertaining to the institutionalization
of OE in the Army.

It is intended that the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Personnel, as the proponent agency for Army-wide OE matters, will use
this paper as a guide for determining organization and staffing
requirements in coordination with commands and Staff agencies. An earlier
version of the paper was provided to this Army Staff agency and has
informally served this purpose for about 2 months.

The final study group report was presented to the Chief of Staff on
7 April 1977 and resulted in a decision to establish a minimum required
Army-wide OE capability on a time phased basis through lot Quarter FY
79. An implementing message concerning OE structure and authorization
was sent to the field on 25 May 1977 by the Office of the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Operations. In addition, a draft Army Regulation on OE has
been prepared by the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.
This draft regulation is being staffed for publication in July 1977.

This paper has, therefore, been up-dated to reflect these and other
related actions. Its contents are considered to be current through 1
June 1977 and valid, from the OESC viewpoint, as an appropriate concept
for progressively establishing and sustaining OE organization and staffing
during the next 2-3 years.

FRED W. SCHAUM
Major, CS
OESG
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INTRODUCTION

The institutionalization of an Army-wide Organizational Effectiveness
(OE) capability is a top priority Army goal. On 17 November 1976, the
Chief of Staff established an OE Study Group (OESG) to analyze the present
status of OE in the Army and to recommend a strategy and course& of action
for accomplishing this goal. One of the OESG tasks is to develop this
concept paper, outlining requirements for this capability, for distribution
and staffing to Army Staff agencies and their staff support and field
operating agencies.

OE is a term for the military application of a technology that is
derived from successful leadership and command practices and the applied
behavioral and management sciences. As such, this technology encompasses
specialized knowledge, skills, and techniques that are made available
to in organization through consulting services and the direct involvement
of the chain of command.

OE consulting services are provided on a confidential basis to any
interested unit by individuals who have received training in the
application of this technology. These people, who are trained in a 16-week program at the US Army Organizational Effectiveness Training Center

(OETC), are designated with an additional skill identifier (5Z) for
assignment to Organizational Effectiveness Staff Officrr (OESO) positions
down to installation, division, and separate brigade levels.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a general concept and approach
by which commands and Staff agencies can progressively build an OE
capability beginning in 1977 and sustain this capability in the outyears.
The main thrust is to convey the importance of rigorously analyzing

""staffing requirements and periodically (perhaps as frequent as
semiannually) updating these requirements. This approach is considered
essential for the following reasons:

1 - The technology of OE is relatively new to the Army and its state-
of-the-art as applied to military organizations is in a formative stage.
As such, lessons learned need to be systematically documented and
reflected, as appropriate, in organization and staffing considerations.

2 - Until 1976 an identifiable OE capability has not existed in the
Army, except in a few commands or Staff agencies which were involved in
pilot projects. Functions now need to be identified and staff elements
created on a broad scale in organizations where there has been essentially
no prior understanding and use of the technology.

1Chief of Staff Memorandum 77-5-5, subject: Organizational Effectiveness,
dated 9 February 1977.
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3 - OE staff elements will of necessity have to be created out of
existing resources during a period when the Army is facing manpower and
budgetary reductions. This situation will require careful analysis on
the part of each command and Staff agency before resources can be
reallocated. It also requires acceptance of the idea that creating an
OE capability is integral to mission accomplishment and responsive to
the needs of commanders and managers at a variety of levels in the Army.

4 - In order to institutionalize an Army-wide OE capability, the
establishment of OE staff elements and consistently filling them with
adequately trained personnel requires working within existing force
structure and personnel management systems. Since 1975 structure and
staffing has been essentially accomplished on an ad-hoc basis with minimal
Department of the Army guidance.

Department of the Army guidance on OE activities and training is
contained in HQDA letter 600-76-2, dated 3 May 1976. This document, which
is currently being revised for publication as an Army Regulation in 1977,
and the draft regulation serve aq a common reference and point of departure
for this concept paper. An OE capability, according to current guidance,
is generally interpreted as the assignment of one or more OE trained
officers to a particular command or Staff agency.

The concept of an OE capability, which is presented in this paper,
expands on this earlier guidance with a broader functional definition
of OE. Guidelines are included for identifying necessary OE management
and staff positions, personnel requirements, and educational/skill
requirements based on an examination of OESO field experiences since early
1976. This more cmprehensive approach is designed to ensure that
sufficient resources are devoted to OE so the Army can fully benefit from
OE methods and trained personnel.

This paper is not intended to be a definitive text on the technology
of OE. It is assumed that each command or Staff agency possesses or can
readily obtain a basic understanding of this technology and how it is
being applied in the Army. It is essential that each organisation involved
in this analysis obtain the assistance of OE trained individuals from
a major command headquarters or HQDA so that it can proceed from a common
technical frame of reference.

Section I of this paper provides essential background information.
Chief of Staff guidance as well as experience and issues associated with
OE staffing and field applications are highlighted. Section II contains
a general description of 14 basic functions that are deemed essential
for a quality OE capability to exist Army-wide. The extent to which these
functions are applicable at different levels and are organized and staffed
varies. Sections III & IV contain a suggested step-by-step method for
determining a!propricte staffing, skill, and educational levels for each
fun:tion and position in any OE staff element.
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SECTION I " BACKGROUND

A. ?QDA GUIDANCE.

During the 1976 Army Commanders' Conference, the Chief of Staff
discussed the importance of insti6itionalizing Organizational Effectiveness
(OE) as a technology and capability for strengthening and improving the
Army. The following excerpts from his remarks provide the basis for
establishing a comprehensive OE capability as a top priority goal:

"The goal is to institutionalize O and to integrate

it fully with our leadership and management process
s..the mandatory part of OE...includes such things
as creating the spaces for OESOs (Organizational
Effectiveness Staff Officers); allocating funds;
developing and publishing doctrine and policy;
implementing education and training; and conducting
follow'on research and evaluation. This mandatory
part will require training and education not only
for the OESOs but also for personnel in service
schools and the chain of command in units."

Establishing an identifiable OE staff structure with adequately trained
personnel to support all Army elements is, therefore, a mandatory
requirement. In order for OE expertise to exist and be provided in a
consistent and quality manner, a broad range of functions, as mentioned
above, must be performed and supported at a variety of levels in the Army.
These functions must meet command needs and be formally defined, organized,
and staffed with a degree of uniformity and structural integrity.
Furthermore, the chain of command must be sufficiently knowledgeable of
how to optimally manage and use this capability.

In addition, the location of this capability at multiple levels in
the Army is designed to provide coordinated OE technical assistance which
respects the confidential aspects of OE consulting. Although staff
proponency for Army-wide OE is vested in ODCSPER staff channels, there
will be no centrally mandated OE program.

Currently the Army is annually training about 150 selected officers
in the grades of CPr-LTC as OESOs. This is expected to increase in 1978
to an annual traininR output of 270 01Os. These individuals are
designated with an additional skill identifier (ASI 5Z) and are
subsequently assigned to staff positions down to installation, division,
and separate brigades. Interim DA guidance of 3 May 1976 authorised
commanders to establish a partial OE capability by requesting the
assignment of.one or more OESOs and by redesignating spaces to 41ASZ within
existing assets. Until 25 May 1977, this action was initiated on a
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voluntary basis whereby the organization, staffing support, and use of

OE trained personnel was left to the discretion of comanders. The initial
restriction of awardiag the ASI 5Z to only those individuals managed within
the OPMS Personnel Mantgement Specialty (SC41) was lifted. However, a
process for redesignating spaces to ensure their alignment within this
specialty has been established.

Although OE training has primarily focused on active duty officers,
it is apparent that selected noncommissioned officers, DA civilians, and
Reserve Component personnel will be involved in this training in the near
future. Concept papers on this subject are being prepared by TRADOC in
coordination with HQDA. Requirements for these personnel should,
therefore, be considered and estimated when completing Sections III and
IV of this paper.

B. EXPERIENCES.

Since December 1975 approximately 130 OESOs have bwen trained and
assigned to various commands and Staff agenjies in CONUS and overseas.
Experience to date indicates the following:

1 - OE has had a major impact on users in a short period of time.
Most military users see the utility of OE and once exposed in-depth usually
ask for more. As a result OESO consulting and/or staff duties are full-
time rather than part-time.

2 - OE is most useful when focused on mission related issues,
especially in the areas of unit operations and management, staff
management, installation management, and community development.

3 - OESOs are generally viewed as being well-trained. They have had
the opportunity to use a wide variety of techniques to meet command needs
and the application of the OE process varies. These findings are
consistent with Department of the Army guidance which emphasizes the
implementation of OE as a decentralized process which is tailored to a
unit.

4 - OESOs, who work jointly on a temporary basis with management
or human resources development specialists on specific projects,
substantively contribute to a more comprehensive and effective approach
to these related efforts.

5 - There is a need for OESOs to be assigned to higher headquarters
(Corps, MACOM, and HQDA) to do staff and consulting work. The consulting
assistance should be provided, on an as-required-basis, to subordinate
organizations and to OESOs assigned to thesi organigations. This generally
requires OESOs with higher levels of education and OE consulting experience
with some limited augmentation by iivilian consultants, who are selectively
hired under contract by the using unit or with MACON assistance.

2 The majority of these observations are substantiated by the results
of Phase I of the 02 Evaluation which is being conducted over a 3-year
period by the O Training Center at Fort Ord.
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6 - OESOu are best assigned and utilized in teams rather than on an
individual basis. This is especially apparent at large installations
or in commands where units are widely separated geographically. The team
approach is also necessitated by the demands of OE consulting which involve
responding to multiple client relationships. The assignment of teams
to a particular organization means having two or more OE trained
individuals operati-g together. It does not mean that MILPERCEN should
necessarily assign individuals in teams as they graduate from OETC.

7 - Commands and Staff agencies are in the best position to determine
the most appropriate way to configure, support, and employ OE assets after
conducting introductory OE activities with military OE consulting support.
This does not eliminate the necessity for definitive Department of the
Army guidance in the form of a regulation. It does indicate that each
command and Staff agency has unique missions and structures (MTOE/TDA)
which require a tailored OE capability.

8 - The optimal OE staffing for major command headquarters, divisions,
installations, and some separate brigades or commands which are
geographically dispersed appears to include the following: Four-six OE
trained personnel (a mix of officers, NCOs, and DA civilians); one survey
officer; and one clerk typist.

9 - In those instances where commanders have sought to fully exploit
an DE capability for more than a year, it appears desirable to have
additional staff personnel receive more indepth OE training (short of
the 16-week OESOC) as a way of augmenting assigned OESOs. This
augmentation has occurred in the following ways:

(a) Selecting and training individuals on a voluntary basis to serve
as part-time interns under OESOs and/or civilian consultants on a specific
project.

(b) Training full or part-time Leadership and Management Development
Course (L&1MC) facilitators.

10 - Positioning of OE staff elements requires considerLtions over
and above the straightforward placement of OE trained personnel within
an ODCSPER/GI/DPCA organization. In general, OESOs should be located
in the staff where they can be highly responsive to user units.

The following are the dominant issues which must be resolved if the

Army is to establish a quality OE capability.

I - OE stoffins is ad hoc with serious shortfalls in trained personnel.

This particular issue has three facets: (a) An OE capability has been
typically interpreted to be the assignment of at least one OE00 in
accordance with interim Department of the Army guidance which was published
on 3 May 1976. This policy was adopted to meet initial command requests
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for OE trained personnel and as a means of gaining some field experience
with OESOs before committing additional assets. The HQDA message of 25
May 1977 on OE Structure and Authorization expands on this guidance by
requiring a minimum OE capability according to the rule of thumb of two
OESOs per division and installation and one per separate brigade. The
range of functions that need to be performed exceed the workload
capabilties of OESOs who are assigned under this policy. This is
especially apparent at HQDA, in MACOM headquarters, and in combat
development, training development, and instructor positions within TRADOC.

(b) The current estimate of Army-wide requirements for OESOs in full-
time consulting positions is 360. This is a rough estimate which was
not necessarily based on any rigorous analysis of the functions that must
be accomplished at each level and the associated personnel, educational,
and skill requirements. Hence, the functions which are described under
Section III of this paper have not been well-defined under mission/function
statements.

(c) OESO assignment priorities have initially focused on field
commands, such as FORSCOM and USAREUR. There is, therefore, an
understandable shortfall of experienced OE trained personnel to accomplish
critical policy, doctrine, training, and research functions in TRADOC
and HQDA. This imbalance seriously constrains the long-term quality of
OE efforts and the rate at which a substantive Army-wide capability can
be established. Although this shortfall might be simply rectified by
changes in OETC quotas and 0ESO assignments, corrective action should
proceed on the basis of a thorough functional analysis.

2 - Commands and Staff azencies are reluctant to internally reconfigure
existing resources and spaces to support OE functions without
straightforward guidance from higher headquarters and a clear opportunity
to obtain relief from pursuing other functionsiactivities. OE is typically
viewed as another additional mission which must be supported with existing
assets. For the most part, this mission tends to be narrowly and
incorrectly perceived as a new form of "human relations" training rather
than as a consulting capability that broadly supports all functional areas
in a command. Initial DA guidance, which was recently revised, only
permitted redesignation of existing spaces to OESO positions from within
the personnel management area. This narrow focus within which tradeoffs
were first identified tended to precipitate undue pressure on personnel
programs, such as RR/EO, and misperceptions about the nature and
applicability of OE. Since no addditional officer spaces are available
from HQDA for CE positions, commands and Staff agencies will remain hard
pressed to provide more than nominal support unless a firm priority is
established and followed by HQDA and the wajor commands.
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3 - The officer personnel-management system does not, as a matter
of routine, intensively manage the assignment of individuals who have
educationalbackground in OE and related areas of behavioral science.
Although this is beginning to change with the use of the ASI 5Z, there
is a pervasive underutilization of people who have advanced degrees or
have taken short courses in this area. Many of these people, if identified
and given some additional OE training, could capably perform as OE managers
or staff personnel. There are four aspects of this issue.

(a) Current attempts to educate senior officers (05 and above) in
OE concepts have not been entirely successful. The majority of these
educational efforts have beor ad hoc in nature and of short duration (1-
2 days) to meet immediate command needs. As a result, many managers who
have direct staff responsibility for OE have received little more than
a basic introduction to the technology as well as the skills and
capabilities of the OESO. These management positions, which require mote
indepth knowledge, are especially critical at the MACOM and HQDA level.
As OE becomes more integral to the service school system this situation
is expected to diminish. However, there will be a continuing need to
ensure that key management positions are filled by individuals who possess
a requisite degeee of knowledge and experience by which they can manage
and guide OE functions. Until these positions are identified and coded
for education/skill levels, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to
assign qualified individuals to these positions and for TRADOC to design
appropriate OE management instruction.

(b) Selected OE staff end management positions have not been uniformly
validated for graduate degrees through the AERB process. In the past
commands or Staff agencies have not emphasized this requirement or have
requested blanket validations for all OE positions. Both approaches result
in a significant shortfall of expertise and an impossible situation for
personnel managers. A careful balance must be achieved by selectively
identifying and validating these positions and consistently filling them
with qualified personnel. Advanced degree requirements for these positions
primarily exist in HQDA, TRADOC, and other MACOM headquarters. Advanced
degrees, however, are alone insufficient to qualify an individual as an
OE consultant.

(c) There is s need for reuti ization and, in some instances during
the next I - 2 years, repetitive 0. assignments for selected individuals
within the overall framework of an Army-wide OE capability. This need

has not bean formally recognized, although it is implied by having this
capability at multiple levels in the Army and the current shortage of
OE trained personnel. Quality OE expertise and experience can only be
cultivated by a healthy interplay between OE management, staff, and
consulting assignments. Opportunities should be provided throughout an
individual's oareer for assignments in a primary specialty and continuing
OE training and education.
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(d) There is a critical neeu to assure more timely assignments of
OE trained personnel and their utilization for a 2-year period in OE
positions. Intensive personnel management of quality OE trained personnel
cannot be achieved on a consistent basis until: (1) An appropriate number
of spaces are designated and documented for OE positions, (2) Commands
routinely submit personnel, requisitions against these positions, and (3)
Assignment priorities and utilization guidelines are formally established
and followed. Intensive personnel management is primarily a function
of assignment policies and actions in commands and Staff agencies and
not simply a MILPERCEN responsibility.

4 - The introduction and development of an OE capability tends to
be passive and frustrated at various levels in the Army. There is a widely
held perception that OE has the potential of becoming a "stovepipe program"
given the recent history of centrally directed and administered programs
that have evolved in the Army. Although HQDA guidance has consistently
prohibited a "stovepipe" approach, there is considerable diversity of
opinion as to what constitutes a "stovepipe" and what is permissible to
energize and manage an OE capability. In some instances, staff elements
have restricted OESOs to performing only staff work and have viewed
consulting as an operational function which is outside the purview of
the organization's responsibilities. The manner in which OE consulting
is done virtually guarantees that a "stovepipe" will be avoided, i.e.,
commanders initiate requests for OE consulting assistance on a voluntary
basis and the specific# of any consulting work is kept confidential.
If an OE capability is to be adequately developed and managed, then OESO
staff visits to subordinate organizations and joint consulting activities
with other OESOs in these units should be permitted. This is eapecically
critical if technical information channels are to be open and well-
coordinated.

5 - There is some confusion about the role and staff assiantments of
OESOs. The source of this confusion is understandable at this early
stage of introducing OE into the Army and is comprised of more than ane
element.

(a) The OESO is a consultant and not an inspector or an efficiency
expert.

(b) The OESO focuses on organizational processes and not just human
:' relations, Although OE has been functionally located in the area of human

resources develhpment, the OESO is not intended to replace or be
interchangeable with Equal Opportunity or Drug/Alcohol Abuse personnel.

As (c) The OESO is trained as a consultant and not an HRD manager.

As such, his or her services are intended to be widely used in support
of any organization and mission requirement.

(d) Some OESOa are being reassigned without regard to the need for
them to complete a 2-year utilisation tour. While selection for command,
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attendance at senior service schools, and reassignments for compassionate
reasons should take precedence, there are other conflicting assignment
priorities that can undermine attempts to launch an Army-wide OE
capability.
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SECTION II - ARMY-WIDE OE CAPABILITY

The previous section of this paper highlighted current experiences
and issues relative to establishing an Army-wide OE capability. This
section is devoted to outlining the primary characteristics of this
capability from a systems perspective. It is intended to convey some
of the complexities involved in creating and sustaining a structural base
for delivering OE expertise to the Army.
A. Two primary systems are described - an OE Support System and an OE

Operational/Field System - and six guidelines are offered to provide

general structure and staffing criteria for each of these systems. It
is readily apparent that the Army possess sufficient organizational
arrangements and resources to support an OE capability. The challenge
lies in positioning OE trained personnel in these existing systems and
managing a complex array of organizational relationships within and across
these systems.

OE SUPPORT SYSTEM. This system, as shown in figure 1, consists of
organizational elements which can provide primary support for 0 policy,
doctrine, training, education, personnel selection and assignment, and
research. It is principally defined by selected HQDA Staff agencies
and their respective field operating agencies, the Training and Doctrine
Command, and ODCSPER staff elements in the major commands. The US Military
Academy and the Army War College are also included as well as certain
command specific training/educational facilities. The figure is a way
of looking at the critical components of this system. It is simply
suggestive of the types of organizations and network of relationships
that exist or need to be developed.
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OE OPERATIONAL/FIELD SYSTEM. This system, as shown in figure 2, is
comprised of commands and Staff agencies and their subordinate elements
which provide direct OE consulting support to user units. In some
instances, elements of both the support and operation4l/field system will
co-exist within a command, such as TRADOC, or will overlap between
commands, such as FORSCOM units on TRADOC installations. Coordination
of OE resources and an OE technical network within and between these
subsystems is a major management responsibility.

Each command or Staff agency has a unique mission. There are important
differences in how they are organized and managed; the technologies and
personnel they employ to accomplish varied missions; and their geographical
locations. Although ODCSPER OE staff elements in the major commands
provide a focal point for the management of OE consulting in these systems,
it is important to carefully tailor the organization and staffing of OE
consulting elements to address the unique needs and differences of each
command. For example,DARCOM's needs and requirements are decidedly
different from FORSCOM's.

This diagram is also not intended to be all inclusive. It onlyK suggests the scope and complexity of relationships that need to be
considered in managing this diverse system. For example, ODCSPER and

its field operating agency, MILPERCEN, have full-time OESOa. As other
HQDA Staff agencies become involved in OE activities, it is expected that
they will follow a similar pattern with assignment of OE trained personnel
to their respective organizations.
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SECTION II - ARKY-WIDE CAPABILITY

B. The following characteristics of an identifiable and fully operational
OE capabillity at multiple levels in the Army provide the basic structure
and staffing criteria for each of these systems:

(1) The application of the OE process and methods is conducted on
a voluntary and decentralized basis and tailored to the specific needs
of user organizations.

(2) OE as a staff function is principally located and managed within
the highest level Staff agency responsible for the personnel management
function, e.g., ODCSPER, Gl, DPCA staff elements. However, if a commander
so elects, the OE staff may be located in the Office of the Chief of Staff
or Office of the Commander. The only major exception to this criterion
would be in instruction, combat development, and training development
functions in TRADOC.

(3) An OE capability consists of a staff element that is organized
and staffed with:

a. Appropriate spaces which are allocated to support all identifiable
OE functional requirements and are documented in MTOE/TDAs, and TAADR.

b. Positions that are described and coded for required duties, skills,
education, experience, and grade levels, to include advanced degrees where
appropriate. These positions cover management, staff, faculty, consulting,
and administrative/technical support requirements and reflect the type
of personnel (officer, NCO, civilian) desired to fill these positions.

c. A minimum of two or more OE trained personnel who are assigned
to ftill-time OE consulting positions. This does not preclude commanders
from ionsolidatint OE consulting assets into a single staff element at
installation or division levels. It does preclude consolidation of all
OE assets at Corps or MACOM levels and the assignment of only one OEO
to a unit.

(4) Selected HQDA and MACOM OE trained personnel are permitted to
provide direct consulting support to subordinate organizations and other
OESOs, on a request basis, and can maintain formal and informal technical
information channels.

(5) Limited numbers of OE trained personnel may be positioned in
staff functions other than personnel management. This includes additional
personnel, with OE related skills such as L&NDC trainers, who are trained
and used to augment a command's primary OE capability as part of their
normal duty requirements.
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(6) OE consulting capabilities are mutually reinforcing and are
positioned to be used broadly across a variety of functional areas in
direct support of mission requirements.

In summary, the establishment of a fully operational Army-wide OE
cal bility depends on a comprehensive identification of structure and
starfing requirements in two major systems: OE Support System and OE
Operational/Field System. Implied is the necessity for clearly specifying

I control and coordinating relationships between these organizational
I ielements. Of equal importance is the necessity to actively manage O0

expertise and resources across the boundaries of these systems to avoid
I :a narrow approach to utilizing these scarce assets. The OE functional

analysis which is presented in the next section provides a mechanism for
accomplishing these requirements.
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SECTION III- FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

The 14 OE functions defined in this section must be performed if the
Army is to have an institutionalized OE capability. The extent to which
these functions apply at various levels within commands and Staff agencies
varies.

A. SUGGESTED SEQUENCE.

A suggested guide for conducting a comprehensive functional analysis
consists of the following series of steps using the list of OE functions
and an OE Capability Worksheet #1, which follow.

STEP I - Identify which of the 14 functions apply in whole or in part
to a particular organization.

STEP 2 - Briefly describe these functions as they pertain to the
organization's level of responsibility.

STEP 3 - Estimate tht number of man-years required to perform each
function, e.g, .3 man-years, I man-year, 1.3 man-years.

STEP 4 - Specify under the projected man-years for each function the
breakout of officer, NCO, and/or civilian man-years. The total of these
categories for each function should equal the total man-year estimate.
For example, POLICY/PLANS a 3 man-years (two officers; none NCOs; and
one civilian).

STEP 5 - Identify the office where each function is located or would
be performed. Once the functional analysis is completed a personnel
analysis should be completed as described in Section IV.

B. OE FUNCTIONS.

1. POLICY AND PLANS. The development, coordination, and execution of
written guidance and plans pertaining to all or a portion of OE functions.

2. DOCTRINE. The development of operational concepts which are derived
from study, research, test and evaluation to guide the use of OE in the
Army both managerially and technically.

3. TRAINING. The conduct of OE education and skill development activities
within formally established service school curricula and in the field.
This includes a training development function which is designed to
translate OE concepts into instructional modules and training aids and
materials.

4. RESEARCH/STUDIES. The conduct, coordination, monitorship, or review
of scientific or quasi-scientific inquiries pertaining to the state of
the art of OE, evaluation of thp impact of OE efforts, and related aspects
of behavioral science in the Army.
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5. ASSESSMENT. The conduct of indepth examinations of various
organications using computer assisted survey or other OE assessment
techniques and/or management type evaluations of specific OE activities
or functions.

6. INFORMATION. The development of staff papers, articles, case studies
or similar material pertaining to OE. This function also may include
briefings, presentations, and activities in support of an OE technical
network.

7. BUDGET AND CONTRACTING. The development and management of the
budgetary and contracting aspects of OE functions. Each command and Staff
agency must determine its own needs and budget accordingly through normal
channels. In some instances it may be desirable to obtain the services
of civilian consultants. This requires the preparation of technical
statements of work in coordination with local budget and contracting
offices and individuals to coordinate and support the activities of
civilian consultants.

8. CONSULTING. This function encompasses the full spectrum of primary
OESO duties that are designed to provide knowledge, skills, and techniques
to user units and organizations. The OESO usually works in two capacities -
as an internal consultant in the unit to which he or she is assigned and
as an external consultant outside of his or her parent unit. This function
should be analyzed carefully to avoid underutllizing or overcommitting
OE trained personnel. Criteria, such as the number, size, and geographical
separation of potential user units and the complexity of systems and
problems govern the scope of this function as weill as the desired
expertise/sxperience/grade level of assigned OE personnel. In some
instances OE trained personnel may be required to perform instructional
and OE staff duties in addition to consulting. These requirements are
normally found at HQDA, MACOH headquarters, and in service schools, where
OE expertise is needed as an integral part of teaching or staff work.

9. SELECTION AND ASSIGNMENT. Certain OE staff elements must devote time
to this function, in addition to MILPERCEN and the normal personnel staffs
that handle assignment actions. For example, nominations for individuals
to attend OETC can be made by the field and the placement of OESOs within
the command should be consistent with current and projected OE activities.
In addition, this function may include periodic reviews of OE staffing
within a command, updating pertinent TO&E/TDA documents, and validation
of positions for graduate degrees under the AERP process.

10. INSTRUCTION. Commands and Staff agencies usually conduct periodic
OE short courses which require full or part-time instructor support.
Althouph instructors for these courses such as the 5-day Leadership and
Management DeVelopment Course (L&MDC), require competence in certain OE
skills, all of the instructors do not need to be OETC graduates. This
instructional function, which pertains to a non-service school situation,
should be closely analyzed and staffed to avoid using an OESO as a full-
time instructor rather then as a consultant.
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11. JOINT COORDINATION. Other services, such as the Navy and Air Force,
Federal Government agencies, and civilian universities are involved with
OE type training and activities. In this regard, there is a need by some
Staff agencies to maintain liaison with these organizations and participate
in joint activities, such as conferences or symposia.

12. CONFERENCES. This function includes work related to the design and
conduct of conferences.

13. LONG TERM PROJECTS. This function involves the selective assignment
and retention of individuals in positions where extraordinary requirements
exist to oversee the design, text and development, and introduction of
some aspect of OE technology into the Army. Continuity, technical
expertise, and interorganizational coordination are critical to these
positions.

14. PROFESSIONAL TRAINING. This function involves planning and
coordination of civilian education and training (advanced degrees or short
courses) for OESOs and OE managers, accreditation of individuals who have
prior OE related experience and do not need to attend the full course
at OETC; or the conduct of professional development seminars for OESOs.
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SECTION IV - PERSONNEL ANALYSIS

The attached worksheets are designed to identify appropriate OE
personnel requirements and personnel on hand, respectively. The purpose
is to fit numbers of qualified personnel vith the previously identified
functions.

A. The number of people required to manage, perform, and support each
function identified under Section III should be indicated on OE Capability
Worksheet #2 next under. Clerical and administrative personnel should
also be listed.

STEP I - Indicate the appropriate title for each position and the
number of people required.

STEP 2 - Specify whether these should be officer, NCO, or civilian
personnel and their preferred grade levels.

STEP 3 - Using the skill and education codes at the bottom of the
worksheet, specify those which are applicable for each position. if
educational level codes D&E are used, indicate whether or not the positions
have been AERB validated. If requests have been made for validation,
comment on the status of the requests.

B. OE Capability Worksheet #3 would be completed in a similar manner
to indicate personnel authorized and on hand. An indication would be
made concerning whether or not a personnel requisition has been submitted
for those positions which are not filled and the status of the
requisitions.

Together the completed functional and personnel analysis worksheets
would provide a more refined estimate of current and projected
requirements. Consolidated information could then be made available at
MACOH headquarters and at HQDA to identify shortfalls and assist in
planning.
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SECTION V - OE STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SEQUENCE

A. The purpose of this section is to provide a summary outline of a
sequence of events for shifting from an ad hoc determination of OE
Structure and staffing to a process based on systematic analysis and
review. The attached diagram is an attempt to portray the main activities
and actions and to indicate the use of this concept paper in this process,

The boxed-in portion of the diagram reflects the current area of focus*
The NQDA message on OE Structure and Authorization (25 May 1977) and
concept papers on the roles of NCO's and DA civilians set the stage for
moving toward the systematic analysis and review process. The objective
is to progressively determine the minimum required 0t capability for the
Army over a 2-3 year period. As the structural requirements are refined
and up-dated, this process will facilitate establishing training
requirements, normalizing assignment actions for 03 trained person.el
within existing personnel management and career programs, and making
necessary revisions to 03 education activities.

Throughout this sequence the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Personnel is the focal HQDA Staff agency as the proponent for Army-wide
OE matters. Assisted by the General Officer OE Steering Committee, ODCSPER
is expected to proceed with this process in close coordination with major
commands and other Staff agencies and with feedback obtained from the
results of the OE evaluation, which is being conducted by the OETC from
1977-80.
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CHIEF OF STAFF DIsTR A Expmis 31 January 1478

Memorandum o.? A 735-5

U. S. ARMY
OATL 9 February 1977

SUBJECT' Organizational Effectiveness FILE CS 320 (9 Feb 77)

ACTION OFFICER/EXT

LTC Duey/56568

MEMORANDUM FORI HEADS OF ARMY STAFF AGENCIES

1. PURPOSE. This memorandum nssigns responsibilities fir actions directed
by the Chief of Staff at a briefing by the Organizational Effectiveness

Study Group (OESG) on 22 December 1976.

2. REFERENCES.

a. HQDA Letter 600-76-2, DAPE-HRL, dated 3 May 1976, subject: Organi-
zational Effectiveness.

b. Message, DACS-DM-OE, DTG 171924Z Nov 76, subjoct: Organizational
Effectiveness (OE) Activities and Training.

3. BACKGROUND.

a. On 17 November 1976, the CSA established the OESG to analyze the
present status of organizational effectiveness (OE) in the Army and develop
recommendations on methods for institutionalizing OE throughout the Army,
Reference 2b announced the establishment of this Study Group.

b. On 30 November 1976, in comments to the Army Commanders' Conference,
the CSA reviewed the status of OE in the Army. During this review he
distinguished between the voluntary anid mandatory aspects of institution-
alizing OE, emphasizing that the implementation should be evolutionary
with personal commitment and appropriate speed.

c. On 22 December 1976, the OESG conducted a briefing for the CSA to
describe activities to date and discuss preliminary findings. During this
briefing the CSA discussed the role of the DCSPER General Officer OE
Steering Committee and the importance of instituti.onalizing OE through trie
chain of command. The possibility of a second coimnanders' conference later
in 1977 with the need to include OE as a key topic, was also discussed.

4. RESPONSIBILITIES.

a . The OESG will

(1) Develop a draft concept paper, outlining requirements for an

C-1
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SUBJECT: Organizational Effectiveness

Army-wide OE capability, to be distributed to Army Staff agencies and their
staff support and field operating agencies for staffing.

(2) Develop a time-phased plan which nutlines the steps and pro-
cedures required to institutionalize OE in the Army.

b. The Director of Management, OCSA, will establish a capability
within OCSA for OE consulting on the Aruy Staff and to advise the CSA on
the progress of this effort.

c. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel (DCSPER) will --

(1) Compile a list of key management and staff positions at various
headquarters which require knowledge of OE and identify personnel who by
reason of civilian education, training, or experience, qualify for assignment
to those key positions NLT 28 February 1977.

(2) Prepare a DA Pamphlet on OE by 30 March 1977.

(3) Prepare an 0 regulation to replace reference 2a by 1 April 1977.

(4) Begin to assign the most qualified officers available to staff
the positions identified in (1) above.

S~(5) In coordination with OCLL, prepare material to Inform Congress
Sof Army OE efforts.

d. The Chief of Public Affairs, OSA, has been requested by separate
correspondence to develop, in coordination with ODCSPER (HRL), a plan to
inform the Army of the OE program.

BY DIRECTION OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF:

WILL 1 . FULTON

Lieutenant General, GS
Director of the Army Staff

SUSPENSE:
OESG--l Apr 77--para 4a(l)

I Apr 77--pars 4a(2)
ODCSPER--28 Feb 77--para 4c(l)

30 Mar 77--pars 4c(2)
1 Apr 77--pars 4c(3)

CP:
CPA
CLL
DIiOCSAJ ***-C-2



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF THE CHILF or STAFF

"WASHINGTON. D.C. 203I1

DACS-DM-OE 9 June 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR- HEADS OF ARMY STAFF AGENCIES

SUBJECT: Organization-0 Elfectiveness Study Group (OESG) - Final Report
and Briefing co. CSA

1. On 7 April 1977 the OESG conductedi.s final briefing and presented
a draft final report for CSA approval. The attached Memorandum For
Record summarizes the content of the briefing and mubsequent CSA
decisions relative to institutiohaliiLng OE in the Army.

2. On 20 April 1977 the OESG conducted a briefing for the Army Staff
Council. During this briefing the CSA elaborated on his decisions of
7 April and emphasized the importance of a substantive and long-term
commitment of both personnel and resources to ensure the accomplishment
of this goal. Copies of the OESG draft final report were furnished to
you or your representative at this meeting.

3. A CSM is being prepared by the Director of Management based on CSA
guidance and the OESG report. The attached MFR serves as an interim
tasking document until the CSM is published. CSM 77-5-5, subject:
Organizational Effectiveness, dated 9 February 1977 specifies certain
actions and responsibilities as a result of a CSA briefing on 22 December
1976 by the OESG, This CSM will remain in effect,

4. The OESO draft report it being reviewed and edited for publication
in June 1977.

5. Request ODCSPER furnish eath major command a copy of the attached MFR
under an appropriate letter of transmittal.

I Incl . RT
as Lieutenan rad, GS

Director o the Army csaff

C-3 le
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFiCE OF THE .1ItIF Or 'T PFF

""4 I 1,0 .0C

DACS-ZA 12 April 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Organizational Effectiveness Study Group Briefing for CSA

1. On 7 April 1977 a briefing was conducted for the CSA by the Organiza-
tional Effeiveness Study Group (OESG). Present were General Rogers,
MG Trefry, BG Vuono, MAJ Cavedo, LTC Hord, and the OESG members (LTC Nadal,
LTC Ray and MAJ Schaum).

2. The OESG was organized on 17'November 1977 by the CSA with the charter
of assessing the status of Organizational Effectiveness (OE) activities
Army wide and recommendlng a strategy and specific actions for Institu-
tionalizing OE. Interim DA guidance and background information on this
subject are currently provided in HQDA Letter 600-76-2, subject: Army-
wide OE Activities and Training.

3. The OESG presented the following points:

a. Institutionalization of OE will ultimately be accomplished by high
quality, well-trained OE staff officers working with commanders who under-
stand the OE process.

b. Specific actions need to be taken to create the conditions for
institutionalizing OE. These actions focus principally in three areas:

(1) Selecting and properly training high quality officers for
duty as OESOs.

(2) Ensuring that commanders and staff officers at all levels
understand the purpose and functions of OE and the OESO,

(3) Developing and filling selective staff structures to support

OE activities.

4. The following actions were directed by the CSA:

a. The DCSPER will implement the OESG plan as approved. (Action: DAS)

b. Manpower spaces for institutionalizing OE on the Army Staff and
the OESO School will be made available. (Action: DCSOPS)
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-OACS-ZA 12 April 1977
SUBJECT: Organizational Effectiveness Study Group Briefing for CSA

c. MIACGfI.s will be required to convert and identify a total of
approximately 363 spaces to OESO's with no additional duties (based
upon rule of thumb of two per division/installation, one per, separate
brigade or equivalent.) (Action: DCSPER/DCSOPS)

d. An OF branch will be established within OCSA-DM to provide OE
consulting services to the Army Staff. (Action: DM)

e. Director of Management will identify and assist in providing
the necessary spaces to support an OE division within ODCSPER. (Action:
DM and DCSPER)

f. A memo to CG MILPERCEN will be prepared expressing CSA desires
concerning the priority for selection and assignments of OESOs and key
OE staff managers. (Action: DM)

g. A memo will be prepared for DCSRDA emphasizing CSA desires that
OE research be adequately supported at all levels and receive appropriate
priority. (Action: DM)

V

h. DCSPER will ensure that appropriate OE positions are validated
for graduate education. (Action: DCSPER)

I. TRADOC will investigate the most appropriate manner for educatingsenior officers on OE. (Action: TRADOC)

j. TRADOC will brief CSA on plans for introducing OE and OE related
instruction into the service schools. (Action: TRADOC)

k. A study will be conducted to determine the feasibility of
fencing personnel research money from other research monies and In-
cluding these funds in the DCSPER budget. (Action: COA)

1. That the OESG brief the Army Staff Council on 20 April. (Action;
OESG)

6VUONO

Brigadier General, USA
Executive to the

Chief of Staff

C-5
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CHIEF OF STAFF

Memorandum CAM 7-""

U. S. ARMY
OATS•10 June 1977

SUJECT: Organizational Effectiveness otLU CS 320 (10 Jun 77)

ACTION OIrFICKR/KxT

LTC Hord/78062

MEMORANDUM 10: HEADS OF ARMY STAFF AGENCIES

1. PURPOSE. This memorandum assigns responsibilities for actions directed
by the Chief of Staff (CSA) at the final briefing by the Organizational
Effectiveness Study Group (OESG) on 7 Ap~ril 1977 and the Army Staff Council
Meeting on 20 April 1977.

2. REFERENCES.

a. HQDA Letter 600-76-2, DAPE-HRL, dated 3 May 1976, subject: Organiza-
tional Effectiveness: Activities and Training.

b. Message, DACS-DM-OE, DTG 171924Z Nov 76, subject; Orga-._zational k'
Effectiveness.

c. CSM 77-5-5, dated 9 February 1977, subject: Organizational
Effectiveness.

d. Memorandum for Record, DACS-ZA, dated 12 April 1977, subject:
OrSanizational Effectiveness Study Group Briefing for CSA.

e. "Organizational Effectiveness in the US Army", Jraft Final Report,
Organizatiqnal EffoctLiveneas Study Group, OCSA, dated April 1977.

3. RACKGROUND.

a. The OESC wau organizud on 17 November 1977 by the CSA with the
charter of assessing the status of Organizational Effectiveness (OE)activit1',s Army-wida and for recommending a strategy to include specific

actions for institutionalizing OE. Interim DA guidance and background
information on this subject are provided in reference 2a.

b. The OESG final briefing to the CSA on 7 April 1977 emphasized the
following points:

(1) Institutionalization of OE will ultimately be accomplished by high

quality, well-trained OE kitatf officers (OESO) working with commanders
knowledgeable of the OE process.

C-6
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SUBJECT: Organizational Effectiveness

(2) Specific actions need to be taken to create the conditions for

institutionalizing OE These actions are focused in the following three

areasa

(a) Properly selecting and training high quality officers for duty as

OESOs.

(b) Ensuring that commanders and staff officers at all levels understand

the purpose and functions of OE and the OESO.

(c) Developing and filling selected staff positions to support OE

activities.

c. On 20 April 1977, the OESG conducted a briefing for the Army Staff

Council, During this briefing the CSA emphasized that the commitment to

institutionalize OE Army-wide was a high priority goal. The CSA indicated

that this is a long-term complex task requiring-

(1) Substantive allocation of both personnel and resources.

(2) Continued emphasis on quality.

(3) Creative use of this OE capability by knowledgeable senior officers
and noncommissioned officers.

(4) Retention of the OE Training Center (OETC) as an integral part of
the service school system with the highest quality staff and faculty,
curriculum, and facilities.

4. RESPONSIBILITIES,

a. DCSPER will--

(1) Implement the OESG plan and recommendations pertaining to ODCSPER
contained in the OESO final report as approved by the CSA.

(2) Provide Army policy guidance, in coordination with ODCSOPS, requiring
the MACOMs to identify and convert approximately 363 spaces to dedicated
positions for OESO9. These spaces will constitute a minimum Army-wide OE
capability. Subsequent revisions of this capability, which should include
noncommissioned officers, civilian personnel, and Reserve Component personnel,
will be made in accordance with the OESG report.

(3) Establish, in coordination with CG MILPERCEN, a sufficiently high
priority for the selection and assignment of OESOs and key OE staff managers
so that the Army-wide OE capability will be continuously staffed with quality
personnel who are fully knowledgeable of O.
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SUBJECT: Organizational Effectiveness

(4) Ensure OE research is adequately managed and supported at all
levels and receivus appropriate priority so that all facets of OE activities
and training can receive the full benefit of Army scientific expertise.

(5) Validate and maintain appropriate OE positions for graduate education
so that policy, doctrine, education, training, evaluation, and research
functions are staffed with personnel who have in-depth OE experiance and
knowledge.

(6) Provide Army Staff coordination for and monitorship of Army-wide
OE training and education, to include educational activities conducted
outside the service school system as well as those involving senior officers.

(7) As the Army Staff proponent agency, establish and support an CE
Division in ODCSPER to provide an adequate level of focus and emphasis for
Army-wide OE matters.

(8) Establish an OE technical support system and provide appropriate
guidance for managing and sustaining this systim, especially with those
agencies and organizations which are not under the normal purview of OE
staff elements.

(9) Plan and conduct periodic in-process reviews (IPR) relative to the
uESG report and specific elemensts thereof. This will include update briefings
for the CSA, on an as required basis but no less frequently than quarterly.
The General Officer OE Steering Committee will continue to be the principal
coordinating and review mechanism for both the Army Staff and MACOMs.

b. DCSOPS will-

(1) Provide manpower spaces for institutionalizing OE on the Army Staff
(an OE Division in ODCSPER and a staff element in the Managem~nt Directorate)
and the Organizational Effectiveness Training Center.

(2) Provide Army policy guidance, in coordination with ODCSPER (a(2)
above), for the conversion and establishment of approximately 363 spaces as
the minimum required Army-wide OE capability.

(3) Augment HQDA and MACOM headquarters OR staff elements with MOBDES
personnel to support OE planning and implementation activities for the
Reserve Components.

c. DCSRDA will ensure OE research is adequately supported and receives
an appropriate priority to sustain the research.

d. COA will conduct a study to determine the feasibility of separating
personnel research money from other research monies and, if possible, include
these funds in the ODCSPER budget.
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SUBJECT: Organizational Effectiveness

a. The Director of the Army Staff will--

(1) Ensure the Army Policy Council is briefed by the OESG at a time
deemed appropriate by the CSA.

(2) Develop a plan for the implementation and conduct of CE activities
within the Army Staff during FY 78.

(3) Determine and implement the most appropriate method and means for
providing OE instruction to selected general officers and BG designees.

f. DM, OCSA will--

(1) Establish a staff element within OCSA (Management Directorate) of
OE trained personnel headed by an 0-6 to provide OE consulting services
to the Army Staff.

(2) Assist in providing the necessary apaces to support an OE Division
within ODCSPER.

BY DIRECTION OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF7:

JOHN R. McGI
Lieutenant 1, CS
Director of the Army Staff

CF:
DM, OCSA

9
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ANNEX D

The Evolution of Organizational Effectivettest (OE) in the Army

The purposes of this annex are to briefly summarize some of the major
advancements in management and behavioral science which are integral to
the technology of Organizational Effectiveness (OE) and to present a
thumbnail historical sketch of how Organizational Ef•eotiveness (OE) has
evolved in the Army. It is against this historical backdrop that OEBO
Study can be put into context as another step in a long-term process of
assimilating this Lechnology in the military.

In the broadest sense the Army's involvement with O represents an

institutional desire to (1) more systematically undarstand the human forces
which shape the efforts of large military organizations and (2) decisively
act on this understanding in ways which simultaneously improve combat
readiness and the motivation, involvement, commitment, and development
of people.

Technology Advancements.

Since the 1950's advancements in the fields of management and appliedbehavioral science have provided the foundation for OE concepts, methods,

and skills. Pressures for societal and institutional change in the 1960's
pruvided the conditions for expanding the application ofpthis knowledge.
Six of the more significant advancements are as followsz:

1. The application of management and behavioral science knowledge
has become more integrated and reflects a blend of study, research, and
successful leadership practices. The nMt affect is a more comprehensive,
sophisticated, and balanced treatment of human and organizational factors
in work settings. For example, the personality-trait approach to
understanding leadership has mvolved into a contingency or situational
approach. The contingency approach recognizes that a variety of leadership
styles are equally effective depending on the nature of an organization,
tasks, and the circumstances surrounding each at a particular point in
time. The impact has been to educe preoccupation with simplistic
descriptions of leadership styles, e.2., autocratic-democratic, and shift
the focus to ways of creating better conditions under which people are
more productive and satisfied in the pursuit of an organization's goals.
Other concepts are advancing new knowledge and research with a systems
approach to orgenixaticns. Briefly some of these are as follows: Social-
technical systems theory stresses the importance of understanding and
dealing with all aspects of an organization, function, or task in terms
of two highly interdependent subsystems--social and technical;
Differentiation-integration theory focuses on the importance of achieving
an effective fit between the nature and structure of work, human needs,

I/The book Organris&tron Deveopment and Change by Edgar F. Huse (NY: West
Publishing Coo, 1975) provides an excellent summary and introduction to
the technology.
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and an organization's environment; the Linking Pin concept views
organization* as an array of interdependent aroups teams) which are linked
together by managers (chain of command) and considers organizational
performance #a dependent on a variety of intervening human processes as
well as management behavior and available resources, such as money and
material; General Systems Theory (GST) is the study of the general
properties arid laws governing systems and represents the most theoretical
advancement of the state-of-the art.

2. Knowledge about group dynamics has been expanded to an ozzanization-
wide focus with concepts and techniques for better understanding and
facilitatini oraanization change. Terms such as organizational processes,
organizational climate, force field analysis, open-systems planning, and
team building excmplify this advancement both conceptually and
operationally. Team building for example, offers practical small group
methods for more systematically applying the Army leadership principle
"Train Your Unit as a Team." The impact has been the development of
practical concepts and methods for dealing more effectively with the
dynamic properties of organizations, especially leader-subordinate and
work group relationships within and bttween organizations.

3. The laboratory model of education or experiential learning, as
it is fre"uetly called, is another maior advancement which is based on
adut nd relies on small atoup teachins methods.
This approach to learning emphasizes active participant involvement in
exercises or experiances which are designed to accomplish specific learning
and behavioral goals. This "learning by doing" method allows participants
to assume more individual respousibility for structuring their learning
environment and pu.%suing educational objectives. The effect is a more
intense and personalized educational experience that le s to a greater
internalization of new knowledge, skills, and behav or.- o ga

4. An opurational process called Action Research and trainable skills
for employing this process were developed to broaden the involvement of
people at variou niztional levels in szetem-wide assessment and

,acrmentitlons. This process is typically used by managers WiEt
the assistance of qualified consultants to promote constructive long-term
improvements; increase an organization's flexibility for dealing with
planned arnd unexpected change; and increase people's commitment to needed
change. Action Researnh is essentially an adaptation of the scientific
method for direct use by management. This is in contrast to traditional
methods used by researchers or expert consultants who independintly analyze
end study a problem, develop recommendations, and then have to sell their
recommendations to the organization.

5. The use of experiential learning methods in actual work situation
is another major advancement. This methodology is designed to create

21Adult learning concepts and principles are referred to as androgogy
and are described in a book called A Trainer's Guide to Androgogy by
Malcolm Knowles.
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more favorable conditions for reinforcing new knowledge, skills, and
methods which were initially acquired through management development and
training program.. This advancement is in direct response to the discovery
that an individual's work environment'plays a significant role in
determining the extent to which newly acquired knowledge, skills, and
methods are put into practice. The term Organizational Development (OD)
was coined to distinquish this on-the-job process from traditional training
programs and to emphasize the importance of the human dimensions of
organisations.

6. Another major advancement is orsanisation-wide methods which assist
decisiotuakers to anal se and improve a variety of processes

(communications, dec is onmakiug, plannin and goal setting.
motivation/reward, conflict manarnement. etc.) which affect the ability
of an organimation to accomplish its mission. Methods, such as survey
feedback, management by objectives, and job enrichment, typically have
an organisation-wide focus; emphasize the integration of individual and
organizational needs; and provide a capability to treat these
organizational processes as distinctly human and dynamic in nature rather
than resorting to abstract mechanical notions about how organizations
function.

These advancements are esoteric and their description in this paper
is admittedly brief. The point in that they collectively indicate the
beginning of a major change in the way we view organizations and human
behavior. Understandably, the routine translation of these concepts into
management thought and practice tends to significantly lag these
developments. Each is embodied in the technology which the Army calls
Organizational Effectiveness (OR).

Historical Summary.

The Army's involvement in OR can be described as a unique "grass roots"
effort to more fully capitalize on advancements in management and applied
behavioral science. This evolutionary effort spans the past 8-10 years
and can be generally described as consisting of four distinct but
interrelated phases: AWARENESS; RESTUDY & EXPZRIMENTATION; INITIAL
IMPLEMENTATION; and INSTITUTIONALIZATION. The events which have occurred
in each phase have not been necessarily anticipated or connected within
the overall framework of a master plan. The highly diffused nature of
these initiatives, which ultimately became focused at the highest levels
of the Army and embodied in the Organizational Effectiveness Training
Center (OETC), reflects a total Army need.

PHASE I - AWARENESS (Late 1960's - 1972)

Phase I was a period in which the Army experienced societal problems
and changes (e.g., racial unrest, dissent, drug and alcohol abuse, and
the end of the draft) and became aware of serious shortfalls in leadership
and management practices. Initial responses occurred in the form of ad
hoc, crisis programs. The methods for institutional change tended to
focus on the individual soldier end work around the chain of command,
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with a relatively high degree of central direction from Headquarters,
Department of the Army.

During this period a number of studies were conducted using behavioral
science concepts and research methods and actions were taken to surface
issues for open discussion and resolution. For example, the US Army War
College Studies on Leadership and Profession4lism (1970-71) led to the
creation of a CONARC Leadership Board. The board trained and deployed
world-wide traveling teams to present the study findings, *ather additional
data, and conduct short seminars for senior officers and NCO's. The board
also made recommendations to Department of the Army, which fncluded
recommending that more applied behavioral science be incorporated into
service school instruction. Anuther study wes made of job dissatisfaction
by the ChieStfof Saf Thsanoteeenspiedowrte
in the Army Staff and Od to an examination of the problem and improvementsby the Chief of St e-f£ These and other events pointed toward the

expanded use of applied behavioral science as a basis for understanding
and addressivfg system-wide issues.

With the shift to an all-volunteer peacetime force, the Army as well
as the other armed services began to fane morw intense manpower and
economic pressure. Manpower costs soared to over 50 percent of the Defense
budget. Organizational layering, "tooth to tail ratios." economic
incentives for improving recruiting, civilianisation of military jobs,
and training became central issues. Decentralisation became a by-word
amidst budgetary and resource cutbacks and realignments. It became
painfully clear that commanders and managers at all levels had to
accomplish more with lpss people to maintain and improve the state of
combat preparedness. Reliance on greater firepower and mobility with
technological advances in hardware; reorganirations; and administrative
streamlining provided important internal improvement strategies for the
Army. It was equally obvious that more could be done to improve the
management and development of human resources in a total organizational
sense.

Phase I was also a time of introspection and numerous grass roots
initiatives. Some of these were advocated with mixed reaction under the
all-volunteer Army banner and ranged from beer in mess halls to adventure
training. The fist effect was to encourage commanders to openly experiment
with new ideas for improving combat readinesss, troop morale and welfare,
leadership and professionalism, and the attractiveness of the Army as
a way of life. The following three examples of initiatives which occurred
during this period are presented since they are especially relevant to
the later development of OE in the Army.

(1) Behavioral science methods were used to design and improve an
experimental basic training program at Ft. Ord. The effect was to focus
on individual performance oriented training; provide incentives for
motivating trainees and demonstrate the effectiveness of Action Research

I/A summary of this study was published by COL D. Malone in Arm magazine
during 1972 under the title "The Prime."
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or what is now known as the four stop OE Proces.// A troop morale survey
was also used on a weekly basis as feedback to the chain of command for
improving the motivation and satisfaction of basic trainees. Another
Ft. Ord initative, which relied on the use of behavioral science, was
a Leadership and Professionalism seminar for officers and noncommissioned
officers. This seminar later evolved into a 5-day Leadership and
Management Development Course (L&MDC), which is now a primary OR
instructional method in communications and group problem solving skills.

(2) Organization Development techniques, which are the civilian
equivalent to OR, were used to examine and revitalize the role of Army
chaplains with assistance of consultants from the National Institute for
Applied Behavioral Science. This effort is still continuing under the
direction of the US Army Chaplain Board and now includes a number of
chaplains who have been trained as internal consultants.

(3) Army Psychologists were encouraged to devote more time to working
in a consulting capacity with commanders on. organizational issues in units.

In summary, Phase I involved multiple and disconnected initiatives
which attempted to use various facets of applied behavioral science as
a basis for coping with pressures for change.

PHASE I1 - RESTUDY & EXPERIMENTATION (1972-75)

This phase can be characterized as a period of restudy of earlier LA

initiatives and experimentation with new applied behavioral science
techniques, which were part of an emerging technology called Organization
Development (OD). This technology appeared to offer a systematic and
deliberate capability to bring about constructive institutional change
at multiple levels in the Army in a way that not only involved the chain
of command but enhanced the commitment, motivation, and effectiveness
of people and organizations.

It was during this period that a Behavioral Science Study Group was
convened at the direction of the Chief of Staff. The mission of this
group was to determine how advancements in behavioral science could be
used in a practical and concerted manner for improving the Army. The
study recommendations indicated the desirability of initiating a number
of pilot projects to examine the applicability of OD methods to the Army.

* It was recognised that these projects required about a 3-year test and
development period for discernable results to occur in large organizations.

Pilot projects were established in a variety of organisations and
locations using one or more OD techniques. OD applications in an Army
Staff setting were examined in the US Army Military Personnel Center.
Survey feedback techniques were developed and tested in 40 battalions
in US Army Europe. An assessment center for individuql leadership
development was established for officers and noncomissioned officers

4/See page 3 for a brief description of Action Research.
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at Ft. Benning, Georgia. Brigadier General (Designees) and a group of
battalion commanders attended a 2-week assessment center at the Center
for Creative Leadership in Greensboro, North Carolina. Battalion level
training workshops in communication and group problem solving skills
management by objectives (MBO), and positive reinforcement techniques
were designed and conducted at Ft. Bliss, Texas. OD applications at
installation level were examined in a training center environment at
Ft. Ord by an OD Directorate which was composed of a staff of 27 military
and civilian personnel. This directorate provided the expertise and
capability for launching the OE Training Center in 1975. Job enrichment
and survey feedback research was sponsored by the US Army Research
Institute (ARI) in U.S. Army Europe. ARI also provided technical advisory
and/or research assistance to all of the projects.

These projects were coordinated during 1972-73 by the Office of the
Special Assistant for Training in the Office of the Chief of Staff under
the title of the Motivational Development Program. This program was
transferred on 1 July 1973 to the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Personnel. In February 1975, a Motivational Development Conference
was held at Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Indiana, to review the progress of
the projects and lay the intial groundwork for expanding the application
of these techniques in the Army.

A Human Resources Development Directorate was created in the Army
Staff during this period to provide a more coordinated and visible thrust
to the infant equal opportunity, drug & alcohol abuse prevention, and
leadership & professional development programs. With the reorganization
of the Continential Army Command (CONARC) into the Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC) a number of spaces were given to the US Army
Administration Center (ADMINCEN) for human resource development doctrine.
An attempt was made to validate more positions for graduate degrees in
behavioral sciences as a way of upgrading Army expertise in human resources
developmient and leadership instruction.

Two short range programs were also launched and received Army-wide
attention. Management Practices in TOE Units (MAP-TOE) was independently
developed by the Comptroller and included some applied behavioral science
concepts and techniques, such as job enrichment. Army Chaplains attended
a 5-day workshop in communication and group problem solving skills at
the Ft. Bliss pilot project and subsequently designed a Personal
Effectiveneso Training (PET) course for export to the field. PET was
a joint effort between the Chief of Chaplains Deputy Chief of Staff for
Personnel, It represented the use of chaplains in support of uniL
leadership training activities and focused on providing immediate
counseling skill training to noncommissioned officers and officers. PET
was never conceived as a formal program, per se, and was used in a highly
decentralized manner.

Army Chaplains pioneered in the use of small group techniques for
improving service school instruction and curricula under the title of
the Group Process Plan or Indiana Plan. Although this effort received
initial support and resulted in a number of individuals who were trained
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in these techniques, it failed to surmount bureaucratic barriers and
achieve the desired break-through in the educational system.

It was also during Phase 11 that the US Navy established a Human Goals
Program and began training Human Resources Management (HRM) specialists
in OD at a school in Memphis, Tenn. The Navy created HRM centers at
various locations around the world for consulting teams to work with ship
and shore units. A few Federal Government agencies, to include the US
Civil Service Commission, were also becoming involved in OD as a means
of productivity improvement.

PHASE III - INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION (1975-77)

This phase began around mid-1975 with the termination of the pilot
projects and the creation of the Organizational Effectiveness Training
Center (OETC) at Ft. Ord.

A number of the pilot projects began to shift into a fully operational
posture for the continued application of OD techniques and use of trained
personnel. This primarily occurred in MILPERCEN and at Ft. Ord. The
survey feedback project in USAREUR provided spin-off results for a command-
vtide NCO opinion survey and professionalism program. The workshops at
Ft. Bliss were incorporated into the OETC. The assessment center at

- iFt. Benning was evaluated as a highly useful leadership development method
and was established as an offieri advanced course elective at the Infantry
School. It was later abandoned by the school for manpower and budgetary
reasons.

Attempts were made during this phase to breathe life into the small
lIRD doctrine development group at the ADMINCEN. A special direct tasking
relationship was established between ODCSPER, DA, and ADMINCEN by the
TRADOC Commander to further the ADMINCEN doctrine development mission.
The OETC was formed under the operational control of the ADMINCEN on
1 July 1975 to provide a direct link to this doctrine
group and to integrate the training with existing personnel management
specialty training.

The decision to train a selected number of officers in a 16-week
intensive program to learn OE consulting skills and methods paved 0he
way for broader implementation activities in the Army. This also indicated
"that OE was to avoid the inherent pitfalls of a centrally directed program
and to integrate these skills throughouW the Army, especially within the
Sl/CI/DPCA Staff function. O0 was viewed as the means of increasing the
capabilities of the personnel management function; reducing reliance on
stovepipe activities and the isolated use of single techniques; and
penerally upgrading the quality of behavioral science applications that
hnd been occurring on a piecemeal basis in the Army.

During Phase III interest in the use of OE methods and trained
personnel began to spread with some limited consulting support. In January
1975 O activities were implemented in the office of the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Personnel as a spin-off of the MILPERCEN project. Top level
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seminars and briefings were conducted in Headquarters, Department of the
Army; Forces Command; US Army Europe; Military District of Washington;
and the Computer Systems Command.

In April 1975 an introduction seminar was conducted for the chain
of command of the 8 2 na Airborne Division at the request of the commander.
This was followed later in the year with a special 2-day OE action planning
conference. These events provided the impetus for applying OE on a
division-wide basis with OE trained personnel and capitalizing on earlier
initiatives which had occurred in one battalion.

It is interesting to note that the Division Commander had an advanced
degree in behavioral science. One of the assistant Division Commanders
had attended the BG (Designee) 2-week assessment center in 1972 and was
involved with OE applications during a tour of duty in MILPERCEN. The
battalion level OE activities were initiated by an executive officer who
had also been previously assigned to MILPERCEN where he had received on-
the-job training as an OE intern for the pilot project.

The experience of how OE was started in the 8 2 nd Airborne Division
exemplifies the "grass roots" nature of how this technology is being
diffused in the Army and the importance of senior officer understanding
and personal involvement in the process. As such, it represents the first
major system-wide effort in an elite combat unit.

The first formal Army-wide guidance on OE activities and training
were published by Department of the Army in May 1976. In September, the
Commander of the Training and Doctrine Command conducted a seminar in
which he outlined his commitment to incorporating OE into Army doctrine,
service school curricula, and TRADOC installations. He also made a video
tape to widely communicate the concept and importance of OE within the
overall framework of Army training.

Before the end of 1976 a range of OE activities had been initiated
at div~sion, major command, and Army Staff levels with the assistance
of military OE trained personnel and a few civilian consultants. This
was especially evident in Forces Command which had received the bulk of
newly trained OE Staff Officers and tiad moved rapidly with top level
command emphasis to establish an understanding and acceptance of OE.
For the most part, these activities quickly outstripped Army OE doctrine,
policy, and training capabilities and created an accelerated demand for
OE qualified staff personnel.

PHASE IV - INSTITUTIONALIZATION (Mid 1976-80)

This phase officially began with remarks by the Chief of Staff on
the subject of OE at the Army Commanders' Conference (Bee Annex A) and
his formation of an OE Study Group in November 1976. Prior to these events
the groundwork for this phase had been laid with the following: (1)
publication in May 1976 of HQDA interim guidance on Army-wide OE activities
and training; (2) a round of information briefings for the principal heads
of Army Staff agencies and the Army Secretariat during May-August 1976;
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(3) the broadening of "grass roots" OE consulting activities; (4) the
assignment of 130 OE Staff officers to the field by the end of the year;
and (5) the creation of an ODCSPER OE General Officer Steering Committee
which held its first meeting on 15 December 1976.

Although it is too early to determine exactly what will characterize
this phase, a few general obserations can be tentatively offered.

First, top level attention will be given to organization, staffing,
and related resource issues to ensure an adequate Army-wide OE capability
is established and can be sustained in the future.

Second, action will be taken to rectify imbalances in OE expertise
that exist between policy, doctrine, and training functions and OE
applications in the field, In essence, additional OE trained personnel
will be devoted to performing these cr i t ical functirns.

Third, OE methods and trained personnel, will begin to be used more
in support of a variety of missions and functions in areas such as
operations, administration, logistics, and maintenance, rather than be
relegated to the functional area of human resources development.

Fourth,'as more senior officers gain experience with the use of OE
methods and trained personnel, OE will begin to be used for strategic
management purposes rather than for strictly internal organization
improvements. For example, OE expertise will be used to assist in
coordination, planning, and problem solving on selected issue, between
HQDA and MACOH headquarters Staff agencies or between MACOH headquarters.
installations, and divisions.

Fifth, a selected number of noncommissioned offficers, DA civilians,
and Reserve Component personnel will be OE trained in addition to active
duty officers.

Sixth, other major commands, such as the Material and Readiness Command
(DARCOM-O and the Reserve Components will develop a substantive OE
capability and contribute to the refinement and broader application of
this technology.

During Phase IV it is anticipated that the Army will take 8-10 years
to fully institutionalize the use of OE knowledge, methods, skills and
trained staff personnel. On the other hand, the creation of the structural
capability to utilize this expertise at a variety of levels in the Army
will take 2-4 years of concerted effort.

In conclusion, the evolution of OE in the Army is a long-term and
complex process that Is just beginning to take form. Due to the nature
of the technology, the evolutionary process represents a unique and
challenging approach to innovation and change in large bureaucratic
military organizations. It is the interplay between successful OE
applications, which are focused on primary missions and tasks by
knowledgeable and involved commanders and competent OESO's; the timely
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commitment of resources to adequately support and sustain an Army-wide
OE capability; and progressive policies and doctrine, which are carefully
articulated and based on accumulated OE experiences in the field that
will determine the extent to which OE is ultimately institutionalized.
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ANNEX E

OESG VISITS

STAFF AGENCIES

Office of the Chief of Staff

Management Directorate

Office, Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel

0 US Military Personnel Center

o US Army Research Institute

Office, Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations

o US Army War College

0 Concepts and Analysis Agency

Office, Chief of Public Affairs

Office, Chief of Legislative Liaison

Office, Comptroller of the Army

Office, Inspector General and Auditor General

Office, Chief of Chaplains

Office, The Surgeon General

Office, Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics

MAJOR COMMAND HEADQUARTERS

US Army Europe and Seventh Army

Training and Doctrine Command

Forces Command

Materiel Readinees and Development Command

Health Services Command
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MAJOR COMMMAND HEADQUARTERS (Continued)

* Military District of Washington

* Intelligence and Security Command

* Computer Systems Command

* Communications Command

* Military Traffic Management Command

* Eighth US Army

* US Army Japan

* US Army Recruiting Command

* Not visited by the OESG. Information obtained through points of contact
in these commands and/or prior knowledge of OESO wetbers.

INSTALLATIONS, UNITS, AND .SERVICE. SCHOOLS

Ft. Belvoir

* US Army Engineer School

Ft. Benjamin Harrison

0 US Army Administration Center

o Institute for Administration

Ft. Benning

US Army Infantry School

Ft. Bliss

" Sergeant Major Academy

Ft. Bragg

" XVIII Abn Corps

o 82d Abn Division

Ft. Carson
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INSTALLATIONS, UNITS, AND SERVICE SCNOUIS (Continued)

Ft. Eustis

US Army Quartermaster School

Ft. Hood -- *-.. .....

Ft. Knox

0 US Army Armor School

Ft. Leavenworth

o US Army Command and General Staff College

Ft. Leonardwood

Ft. McPherson

Ft. Ord

* US Army OE Training Center

Ft. Riley

Ft. Sam Houston

0 Health Services Academy

Ft. Sill

* US Army Artillery School

Ft. Wadsworth

* US Army Chaplain School J
"o US Army Chaplain Board

USAREUR

* VII Corps Headquarters

"0 V Corps Headquarters

I 21st Support Command

o 32J Army Air Defense Command

8th Infantry Division
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OnIER SFRV ICES

Naval Post Graduate School

Navy Hum~an Resources Management Training Center

Office, Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel (U.S. Air Force)

o Leadership and Motivation Division
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ANNEX F

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF OETC'S
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION PROGRAM

The Organizational Effectiveness Training Center (OETC) began operation
in July 1975 after a two and one-half year experimental Army program which
indicated that individuals who were trained in OE methods and consulting
skills could have a significant positive impact on Army operations. Since
July 75 the OETC has graduated 132 Organizational Effectiveness Staff
Officers (OESOs) who are now assigned at 58 Army locations in CONUS, Korea,
Hawaii, Alaska and Europe. Some Army installations have been involved
with the implementation of OE procedures for over eighteen months. An Army-
wide inherent part of OE training is the evaluation of implementation efforts
to provide: (1) infotmation on the progress of OE; (2) guidance for
modification and up-dating of the traiuing program; (3) information for
policy decisions and writing of OE doctrine; and (4) guidelines to DA for
OESO field requirements.

The two basic questions that an evaluation effort must answer are:
Does the program do what it is supposed to do; and, if it works, is the
cost of the program reasonable? If OE is not suitable to meet today's
Nrmyls needs, or is too costly, the effort should be redirected or ended
quickly to avoid a potential waste of valuable resources.

One critical question is "When will OE be applied long enough in order
to measure its impact on the Army accurately?" Five years is a reasonable
period of time for OE to be institutionalized and influence enough people
and practices to produce a measurable change in the Army's ability to
accomplish its mission.

There is a continual need for accurate information on the developing
OE effort to serve as a basis for the policy, doctrine, and day to day
operational decisions that will make or break OE in the next five years.
Therefore, the OETC's evaluation program for OE is a combination of an
action research program conducted on an ongoing basih, and a basic research
effort that will produce the answers to the key evaluation questions.

The ongoing evaluation effort is set up to develop timely answers
to questions decision makers have in order to formulate policy and doctrine.
It is designed to give feedback to the OESOs in the field on where OE is,
what seems to work and what does not, and how to put OE into practice so
that its benefits produce the greatest amount of positive change in unit
effectiveness.
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The evaluation program is designed to parallel the state of the
OE effort. Currently, the OE effort Army-wide is in the process of being
examined critically by the field. OE operations are being set up on
many installations. On others, OE programs designed to educate the field
are being put into operation. On still others, OE programs are in
operation with OESOs discovering, often by trial and error, what works
and what does not. All of these operations must be considered by the
evaluation effort and in particular, how they deal with getting the program
accepted.

The first phase of the Evaluation Program is focused on gathering
information on how best to go about getting OB accepted. Information was
gathered in a number of areas to find out what is going on in OE; how
wall it is being accepted, and what factors most influence acceptance; what
is working and what is not working; how much and what type of support is
OE getting; etc. Three different perspectives are used to gather the
information: (1) The climate of the organization as reflected by
Commanders, their staffs, supervisors, etc.; (2) The perspective of the
OESO; and (3) The client's view of the OE process. The data for this
phase of the evaluation effort has been collected due to the cooperation
of almost everyone associated with OE, and is currently being processed
by a computer procedure that will give a composite picture of the state
of OE in the Army today, and where it should go to meet the Army's needs.
These results will be available in March 1977.

The evaluation program will then enter its second phase to answer
the broad question, "How best to supply the field with those things that
will allow OE to be effective?" Data will be gathered on the types f
education to be supplied to the field as well as Lo the OESO. In
addition, data will be collected on how to a ,.Lieh this at the least
cost in resources and the question of how to get OE resources to the field
most effectively and efficiently will be addressed. Again the three basic
perspectives used in phase I (organizational climate, OE process and
the OESO) will be combined to form a composite view of how OE resources
outht to be prepared and provided to the field. At the end of this
phase (Oct 1977) what is needed and how to get it to the field efficiently
and effectively will be known.

The focus in phase III of the evaluation is concerned with the question,
"How best to use these available resources?" Data from the field will be
collected to provide composite view of how to organize OE resources to
get the greatest benefit from them in a particular organization. Once
this information is available in March 1978, and used to hone OE practice,
the focus will shift to OE and its impact on users (phase IV).

Phase IV will help to define the most efficient and effective way
to provide OE to a particular client, and how the practice of OE varies
as the client varies. The OESO should be able to put this information
into practice in October 1978. At this time OE will have developed to
the point that: its purpose has been defined by the needs of the field
and successful practice (phase I); OE resources prepared and assigned in
the most efficient and effective fashion (phase II); the OE effort in a
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particular organization organized to maximize its effUctiveness and
efficiency (phase III); and OE delivered to users in the most
effective and efficient fashion (phase IV) to meet the Commander's needs
for increased mission effectiveness.

The final phase of the evaluation program (Oct 1974) will gather
information from all perspectivcs as to whaL OE can and cannot accomplish
and at what price. Even though the final answer to the key questione cf
the evaluation program will be addressed during thase V, preliminary results
for all phases will be gathered during all preteeding phases. So phase I,
while having the focus as outlined above, will also supply preliminary
results on the key questions of phases II, l11, IV and very tentative results
on the key questions of phase V. The same is true tor phases 1I, I11, and IV.
These preliminary results allow for the development of the data collection
of later phases and serve as a basis for long term poliny planning.

More detailed information on OE Evaluation can bo obtnined from the
Evaluations Directorate, OETC, (Autovon 929-7890/4574).
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